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ABSTRACT. In his 1990 Inventiones paper, P. Jones characterized subsets of
rectifiable curves in the plane via a multiscale sum of β-numbers. These β-
numbers are geometric quantities measuring how far a given set deviates from
a best fitting line at each scale and location. Jones’ result is a quantitative way
of saying that a curve is rectifiable if and only if it has a tangent at almost every
point. Moreover, computing this square sum for a curve returns the length of the
curve up to multiplicative constant. K. Okikiolu extended his result from subsets
of the plane to subsets of Euclidean space. G. David and S. Semmes extended
the discussion to include sets of (integer) dimension larger than one, under the
assumption of Ahlfors regularity and using a variant of Jones’ β-numbers. This
variant has since been used by others to give structure theorems for rectifiable
sets and to give upper bounds for the measure of a set.
In this paper we give a version of P. Jones’ theorem for sets of arbitrary (in-
teger) dimension lying in Euclidean space. Our main result is a lower bound for
the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure of a set in terms of an analogous sum of
β-type numbers. We also show an upper bound of this type. The combination of
these results gives a Jones theorem for higher dimensional sets. While there is
no assumption of Ahlfors regularity, or of a measure on the underlying set, there
is an assumption of a lower bound on the Hausdorff content. We adapt David and
Semmes’ version of Jones’ β-numbers by redefining them using a Choquet inte-
gral, allowing them to be defined for arbitrary sets (and not just sets of locally
finite measure). A key tool in the proof is G. David and T. Toro’s parametrization
of Reifenberg flat sets (with holes).
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background. We will begin by recalling the Analyst’s Traveling Salesman
Theorem. It will serve as a model for the two main results in this paper. For sets
E,B ⊆ Rn, define
βdE,∞(B) =
2
diam(B)
inf
L
sup{dist(y, L) : y ∈ E ∩B} (1.1)
where L ranges over d-planes in Rn. Thus, βdE,∞(B) diam(B) is the width of the
smallest tube containing E ∩ B. We will typically have B be a ball or cube. We
will denote by ∆ the collection of dyadic cubes inRn (see the beginning of Section
2).
Theorem 1.1. (Jones: R2 [Jon90]; Okikiolu: Rn [Oki92]) Let n ≥ 2. There is a
C = C(n) such that the following holds. Let E ⊂ Rn. Then there is a connected
set Γ ⊇ E such that
H 1(Γ) .n diamE +
∑
Q∈∆
Q∩E 6=∅
β1E,∞(3Q)
2 diam(Q). (1.2)
Conversely, if Γ is connected andH 1(Γ) <∞, then
diam Γ +
∑
Q∈∆
Q∩Γ6=∅
β1Γ,∞(3Q)
2 diam(Q) .n H 1(Γ). (1.3)
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Here,H k is the k−dimensional Hausdorff measure. Given two functions a and
b into R we say a . b with constant C, when there exists a constant C = Ca,b such
that a ≤ Cb. We say that a ∼ b if a . b and b . a.
We remark that a version of Theorem 1.1 holds for E in an infinite dimensional
Hilbert spaces [Sch07], but that requires switching from ∆ to a multi-resolution of
balls centered on E. We will revisit this point in Section 3.
Remark 1.2. We remark for the expert that the main result of this paper is Theorem
I, and is a version of (1.3). We also prove Theorem II, a version of (1.2), though
the proof of Theorem I is about six times longer than that of Theorem II.
Intrinsically, both implications of the Theorem 1.1 are interesting: a sufficient
condition for the existence of a short curve is very useful, as well as the ability to
quantify how non-flat a curve can be at various scales and locations. The result
has applications to harmonic measure [BJ90], Kleinian groups [BJ97], analytic
capacity [Tol05], and brownian motion [BJPY97].
A d-dimensional analogue of the second half of Theorem 1.1 has been known to
be false since the 90’s: in Fang’s thesis [Fan90] he gives an example of a Lipschitz
graph where this sum is infinite. David and Semmes, however, realized that one
could still develop a theory of β-numbers if instead one adjusted the definition of a
β-number. We will state a theorem by them below (Theorem 1.4). Their inspiration
seems like it could come from the following theorem of Dorronsoro.
Theorem 1.3 (Dorronsoro, [Dor85], Theorem 6). Let 1 ≤ p < p(d) where
p(d) :=
{
2d
d−2 if d > 2
∞ if d ≤ 2 . (1.4)
For x ∈ Rd, r > 0, and f ∈W 1,2(Rd), define
Ωf,p(x, r) = inf
A
(
−
∫
B(x,r)
( |f −A|
r
)p) 1p
where the infimum is over all affine maps A : Rd → R. Set
Ωp(f) :=
∫
Rd
∫ ∞
0
Ωf,p(x, r)
2dr
r
dx.
Then
Ωp(f) .d,p ||∇f ||22.
The result is actually much stronger than stated here.We refer the reader to
[Dor85] for more details.
Define now the following β-number analogue: Given a closed ballB ⊂ Rd with
radius rB , a measure µ, an integer 0 < d < D, and 1 ≤ p <∞, let
βdµ,p(B,L) =
(
1
rdB
∫
B
(
dist(y, L)
rB
)p
dµ(y)
)1/p
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and
βdµ,p(B) = inf{βdµ,p(B,L) : L is a d-plane in Rn}.
When µ = H dE for some set E, we will write β
d
E,p instead of β
d
H d|E ,p. Recall
σ is a Carleson measure on E × (0,∞) if σ(B(x, r)× (0, r)) ≤ Crd.
Theorem 1.4 (David, Semmes [DS91]). Let E ⊆ Rn be an Ahlfors d-regular set
E, meaning there is A > 0 so that
rd/A ≤H d(B(ξ, r) ∩ E) ≤ Ard for ξ ∈ E, r ∈ (0, diamE). (1.5)
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The setE has big pieces of Lipschitz images, i.e. there are constantsL, c >
0 so for all ξ ∈ E and r ∈ (0,diamE), there is an L-Lipschitz map
f : Rd → Rn such thatH d(f(Rd) ∩B(ξ, r)) ≥ crd.
(2) For 1 ≤ p < p(d), βdE,1(B(x, r))2 dxdrr is a Carleson measure on E ×
(0,∞).
A closed setE ⊆ Rn is said to be d-uniformly rectifiable if it is d-Ahlfors regular
and has big pieces of Lipschitz images. We remark that constants coming out of
this theorem (and similar theorems) depend on the constant of Ahlfors-regularity
(denoted above by A).
The motivation behind this result (and in fact also Jones’ original motivation of
Theorem 1.1) was the study of singular integrals. In [DS91], David and Semmes
show that the two conditions in Theorem 1.4 are in fact equivalent to five other
characterizations, one of them being that all odd singular integrals whose ker-
nels are reasonably behaved are bounded operators. In fact, βdµ,p has been more
amenable in applications to singular integrals even in the plane, see for example
[MMM96, Dav98, Leg99, AT15, GT16] and the references therein.
We remark that using the work of David and Toro [DT12], for certain kinds of
sets E, one can obtain a higher dimensional analogue of the first half of Theorem
1.1—that is, sufficient conditions in terms of βdE,∞(3Q)
2 diam(Q)d for when a set
can be contained in a d-dimensional surface of finite area (see Theorem 2.5 and
11.2 below).
The quantity β2 is closely related to the Singular Value Decomposition of a
matrix. See [LW12, ACM12, LMR16] and references therein for applications to
data analysis.
Recently, the first author and Tolsa have given a characterization of rectifiability
for sets of finite measure beyond the Ahlfors regular category.
Theorem 1.5 (Azzam, Tolsa [AT15]; Tolsa [Tol15])). Let E ⊆ Rn be a Borel set
with 0 <H d(E) <∞ and µH d|E .
(1) If ∫ 1
0
βdµ,2(B(x, r))
2dr
r
<∞ forH d-a.e. x ∈ E, (1.6)
then E is d-rectifiable.
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(2) If E is d-rectifiable and p ∈ [1, 2], then ∫ 10 βdµ,p(B(x, r))2 drr < ∞ for
H d-a.e. x ∈ E.
The first part of this result was first shown by Pajot under some stronger assump-
tions (see also [BS16a]). In [BS16b], Badger and the second author gave a similar
characterization for general measures on Euclidean space (see also [BS15]), but
with d = 1.
Addendum:(added 2017/02/15) Part (1) of the above result was very recently
improved by Edelen, Naber, and Valtorta in [ENV16]. In their paper, they give
perhaps the most general results to date about how well the size of µ is bounded
from above by the βdµ,p-numbers and describes the support. As a corollary of their
work, they show that if µ is any Radon measure such that (1.6) holds and
lim sup
r→0
µ(B(x, r))/rd > 0 for µ-a.e. x,
then µ can be covered by Lipschitz images of Rd. This implies the first part of
Theorem 1.5. See also [NV17, Sections 3-6] for similar results and their connection
to singular sets of non-linear PDEs. Their results form an analogue of the (1.2) half
of Theorem 1.1 in higher dimension.
By comparison, our main result, Theorem I below, says that for a class of setsE,
we can obtain lower bounds for the Hausdorff measure of E in terms of content-
β-numbers (see Definition 1.6), that is, a version of the (1.3) half of Theorem 1.1.
This is, to our knowledge, the first time this has been achieved for sets of dimension
larger than one (even for Hausdorff measure, let alone general measures). Addi-
tionally, in Theorem II below we can also obtain upper bounds on the Hausdorff
measure of a set E in terms of its β-numbers (that is, a version of the (1.2) half of
Theorem 1.1). The proof of Theorem II is much less substantial than Theorem I,
but the result is interesting for a few reasons: firstly, while the works of [ENV16]
and [NV17] obtain upper bounds on more general measures µ than just the Haus-
dorff measure, we do not assume the existence of a locally finite measure on our
set, and in particular, we don’t assume our set E has finite Hausdorff measure a
priori. Moreover, the β-numbers we use don’t require a finite measure in order
to be defined like βdµ,p does, and thus we have a measure-independent and purely
geometric method for testing whether a set has finite Hausdorff measure. Finally,
the combination of Theorems I and II gives an analogue to the full Theorem 1.1 for
higher dimensional objects.
1.2. Main Results. Before stating our main results, we first define our β-number
that, firstly, is in some sense an Lp-average of distances to a plane (rather than
an L∞-norm), and secondly, doesn’t rely on the underlying measure on the set
in question. This seems somewhat self-contradictory, but we are able to achieve
this by manipulating the definition of βd
H d|E ,p and “integrate” with respect toH
d∞
(rather thanH d) using a Choquet integral.
Definition 1.6. For arbitrary sets E, and B, a d-dimensional plane L, define
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βd,pE (B,L) =
(
1
rdB
∫ 1
0
H d∞({x ∈ B ∩ E : dist(x, L) > trB})tp−1dt
) 1
p
where 2rB = diam(B), and set
βd,pE (B) = inf{βd,pE (B,L) : L is a d-dimensional plane in Rn}.
We will typically take B to be a ball or cube.
If we assumeE is Ahlfors d-regular, then this quantity is comparable to βd
H d|E ,p.
Indeed, for a ball B centered on E,
βdH d|E ,p(B,L)
p ∼ 1
rdB
∫
B
(
dist(y, L)
rB
)p
dH d(y)
=
1
rdB
∫ ∞
0
H d({x ∈ B : dist(x, L) > trB})tp−1dt
and it is not hard to check that this is comparable to βd,pE (B,L) using the Ahlfors
regularity of E.
Definition 1.7. Given two closed sets E and F , and B a set we denote
dB(E,F ) =
2
diamB
max
{
sup
y∈E∩B
dist(y, F ), sup
y∈F∩B
dist(y,E)
}
and
ϑdE(B) = inf{dB(E,L) : L is a d-dimensional plane in Rn}.
We will typically have B be a ball or cube. If B = B(x, r), we will write
dB = dx,r. We say E is (, d)-Reifenberg flat (or just -Reifenberg flat when
the dimension is given) if
ϑdE(B(x, r)) <  for all x ∈ E and r > 0.
Definition 1.8. Let E,B ⊆ Rn and , r > 0. We define
Θd,∆,E (B) :=
∑
{diam(Q)d : Q ∈ ∆, Q ∩ E ∩B 6= ∅ and ϑE(3Q) ≥ }.
The ∆ in the superscript denotes that this is a quantity involving dyadic cubes.
Remark 1.9. If E is an -Reifenberg flat then Θd,∆,E = 0.
Definition 1.10. A set E ⊆ Rn is said to be (c, d)-lower content regular in a ball
B if
H d∞(E ∩B(x, r)) ≥ crd for all x ∈ E ∩B and r ∈ (0, rB).
Remark 1.11. Some examples of sets E ⊆ Rn which are (c, d)-lower content
regular for some c > 0 and integer d are: Reifenberg flat sets (see 1.7) and sets
satisfying Condition B (see definition 1.18). One may also remove subsets from
such E in a controlled way to keep lower content regularity, with a smaller c > 0.
Our first main result is the following.
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Theorem I. Let 1 ≤ d < n, C0 > 1. Let 1 ≤ p < p(d) where p(d) was defined
in (1.4). Let E ⊆ Rn be a closed set containing 0. Suppose that E is (c, d)-lower
content regular in B(0, 1). There is 0 = 0(n, p, c) > 0 such that for 0 <  < 0.
Then
1 +
∑
Q∈∆
Q∩E∩B(0,1)6=∅
βd,pE (C0Q)
2 diam(Q)d
.C0,n,,p,c H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) + Θd,∆,E (B(0, 1)). (1.7)
In the case that E is Reifenberg flat, it will automatically be lower content regu-
lar by (2.20) below. In this case, Θd,∆,E will be zero by definition, and so Theorem
I gives a much cleaner result for this class of sets. See also Section 1.4 for more
scenarios where Θd,∆,E disappears.
Remark 1.12. We use the lower content regularity crucially in two places. One is
the proof of Lemma 2.21, and the other is the proof of Lemma 10.5.
There will be a longer discussion about Θd,∆,E later after Example 1.17.
A converse to Theorem I is also possible.
Theorem II. Let 1 ≤ d < n,C0 > 1, and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ andE ⊆ Rn be (c, d)-lower
content regular in B(0, 1) such that 0 ∈ E. Let  > 0 be given. Then
H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) + Θd,∆,E (0, 1)
.n,c,C0, 1 +
∑
Q∈∆
Q∩E∩B(0,1)6=∅
βd,pE (C0Q)
2 diam(Q)d. (1.8)
Furthermore, if the right hand side of (1.8) is finite, then E is d-rectifiable
As a corollary of the above two theorems, we have that for any (c, d)-lower
content regular set and 1 ≤ p < p(d) that for  > 0 small enough
H d(E∩B(0, 1))+Θd,∆,E (0, 1) ∼n,c,C0,p, 1+
∑
Q∈∆
Q∩E∩B(0,1)6=∅
βd,pE (C0Q)
2 diam(Q)d.
Remark 1.13. The proof of Theorem II contains more information than presented
in its statement. The rectifiability of E comes about from the construction of a
sequence of surfaces, which are bi-Lipschitz images of d-dimensional cubes. The
bi-Lipschitz constant and sizes of cubes are controlled. For example, one may
slightly modify the construction to yield a connected, rectifiable set Γ such that
H d(E \ Γ) = 0 and for all x ∈ Γ , r ≤ 1 we haveH d∞(Γ ∩ B(x, r)) ≥ c′rd for
some (explicit) c′ > 0. This Γ will have
H d(Γ) ≤ C(n, c)
1 + ∑
Q∈∆
Q∩E∩B(0,1)6=∅
βd,pE (C0Q)
2 diam(Q)d
 .
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In fact, one obtains a coronization similar to that in [DS91], but with bi-Lipschitz
surfaces in place of Lipschitz graphs. We refer the reader to [DS91] for the defini-
tion of a coronization.
1.3. Examples and Motivation for using βd,pE . Having stated these results, we
can further motivate our choice of βd,pE . There are a few other natural choices
that one could try to make: using averages (w.r.t. H d) to define β, or using a
supremum. These are addressed in Examples 1.14, 1.15 and 1.16)
and discuss the difference between studying the geometry of the set E and the
geometry of the surface measureH d|E . Note that there are other β-type numbers
we could have considered. One option is
βd,p,∗E (B) = infL
(
−
∫
E∩B
(
dist(y, L)
rB
)p
dH d(y)
) 1
p
.
This quantity in some sense measures how flat the measureH d|E is by measuring
how close it is to lying on a d-dimensional plane. However, it does require the a
priori assumption that E has locally finite H d-measure, and even so, it does not
necessarily give useful geometric information if the surface measure is unstable, as
the following example will show.
Example 1.14. Consider the following set in the complex plane, let Ij = [0, 1] +
2−j2i ⊆ C and set
E = ∂[0, 1]2 ∪
N⋃
j=10
Ij .
If Q is a dyadic cube contained in [0, 1]2, and Q ∩ E 6= ∅ but 3Q does not contain
any of the endpoints of the Ij or points in i + R (call this set of cubes G ), then
Q ∩ Ij 6= ∅ for some j. If additionally 3Q ∩ Ik 6= ∅ for some k > j, then in
fact 3Q ∩ R 6= ∅ so in fact 3Q ∩ I` for all ` ≥ j. Thus, either β1,2,∗E (3Q) = 0 or
β1,2,∗E (3Q) > 0 and 3Q ∩ R 6= ∅, in which case, if j(Q) be the smallest integer so
that 2−j(Q) < `(Q), then
βd,2,∗E (3Q)
2 ∼ 1
`(Q)(N − j(Q))
∫
3Q∩E
(
dist(x,R)
`(Q)
)2
dH 1(x)
1
`(Q)(N − j(Q))
N∑
j=j(Q)−1
2−j
2+2j(Q)`(Q)
. 1
N − j(Q) .
It is not hard to show that ifB are those cubesQ for which 3Q contains an endpoint
of some Ij then
∑
Q∈B `(Q) . 1. If cubes only intersect i + R then β
d,2,∗
E = 0.
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Thus,
∑
Q⊆Q0
Q∩E 6=∅
βd,2,∗E (3Q)
2`(Q) . 1 +
∑
Q∈G
1
N − j(Q)`(Q) . 1 +
N−1∑
j=1
1
N − j . logN.
However,H 1(E) ∼ N , and so it is not possible to obtain a theorem like Theorem
II, even if we assumed E had finite measure. Additionally, even if a theorem like
Theorem I held with β1,p,∗E , this estimate above shows that the square sum of β
1,p,∗
E
in place of β1,pE gives a weaker lower bound forH
1(E) + Θ1,∆,E (0,
√
2).
Example 1.15. Using βd
H d|E ,p won’t work either: if we take E to be the union of
boundaries of squares in [0, 1]2 of side length 2−N , then, for each dyadic cube Q
that intersects E with `(Q) = 2−j ≥ 2−N ,
βdH 1|E ,2(3Q)
2 & 2
2(N−j)2−N
`(Q)
= 2N−j = 2N`(Q)
and so ∑
Q⊆[0,1]2
Q∩E 6=∅
β2H 1|E ,2(3Q)
2`(Q) &
∑
Q⊆[0,1]2
Q∩E 6=∅,`(Q)≥2−N
2N`(Q)2 & 2NN.
However, H 1(E) ∼ 22N · 2−N = 2N ∼ Θ1,∆,E (0,
√
2), so again, a version of
Theorem I cannot hold with these β-numbers.
Example 1.16. Using β∞ dos not work. The following example was constructed
by X. Fang in his Ph.D. dissertation under the supervision of P. Jones [Fan90]. It
was communicated to the authors by Guy David and Sean Li.
Let Q0 ⊂ R3 be the unit cube. We will construct a sequence of functions
f0, f1, f2, ... : Q0 → R which uniformly converge to a function f . All of these
functions will be 1-Lipschitz. To this end, let 1, 2, ... < 1 be a sequence of powers
of 2, such that
∑
2k diverges, and
∑
3k <
1
2 . Write k = 2
−jk . We will set Dk to
be dyadic subcubes of Q0 of side 2−j1−...−jk . Let f0 : Q0 → R be the constant
function. Subdivide Q0 into cubes of side 1, i.e. into the cubes ofD1. Choose one
of these D1 cubes, and modify f0 on it to obtain f1 by adding a piecewise linear
spike of hight 1/2. Take now all other D1 cubes, and in each one choose a D2
cube. Get f2 from f1 by adding a piecewise linear spike of hight 2/2 at each of
these special D2 cubes. Continue this way. To get fi+1 from fi choose in each
Di cube on which fi is constant, a single subcube from Di+1, and add a piecewise
linear spike there of hight i+1/2. We now make a few observations.
• If on fi was modified on a cubeQ ∈ Di+1, then for all k > i, fk will never
be modified inside Q.
• ‖fi+1 − fi‖∞ < i
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• The total volume of cubes from Dk+1 which was modified in going from
fk to fk+1 was
1−
k∑
1
3i ≥
1
2
.
• At each of the cubes modified in going from fk to fk+1, the, β∞ of the
corresponding dyadic cube in R4 (for the graph of the function fl for any
l > k) is ∼ k+1.
Thus we have that if we compute∑
β2∞(Q) diam(Q)
3
for the graph of the limiting function, the sum is proportional to
∑
2k which di-
verges. The main point above is that the exponent of the β and that of the  sum
differ because of the dimension. By scaling this example we may get that it is
Reifenberg flat.
Thus, the βd,pE that we have are ideal in that none of the previously studied β-
numbers can achieve the same results.
1.4. Motivation for Θd,∆,E , and when it disappears. The presence of Θ
d,∆,
E in
our results may seem odd, but our next example shows that it cannot be ignored.
Example 1.17. Let fj(z) = z/4 + zj where z0 = 0, z1 = 3/4, z2 = 3i/4,
and z3 = 3(1 + i)/4. These are the usual contractions used in defining the 4-
corner Cantor set in the plane. Let f(K) :=
⋃3
j=0 fj(K), K0 := ∂[0, 1]
2, and
Kn = f(Kn−1). Then it is not hard to show thatH 1(Kn) ∼ 1 for all n while∑
Q∩Kn 6=∅
β1,2E (3Q)
2`(Q) ∼ n.
Thus, by Theorems I and II, for large n, Θ1,∆,Kn (B(0, 2)) ∼ nH 1(Kn).
This example should be viewed in the following way. One may estimate the
length of the shortest curve containing a set E by Theorem 1.1. This length, how-
ever, could be much bigger than the length of E. The set E can be seen as the
curve Γ punctured by holes, which Θd,∆,E accounts for. This happens since ϑ
d
E
also measures how far an optimal plane is from E, and hence, if ϑdE is large yet
βd,pE is small, this means that E is very flat but contains a large d-dimensional hole.
Finally, we note that the Θd,∆,E quantity is subsumed by the H
d quantity in
some natural situations. Firstly, Theorem 1.1 implies that
Θ1,∆,Γ (x, r) ≤ C−2H 1(B(x, r) ∩ Γ)
for any curve Γ. There are also some objects of higher topological dimension for
which this holds.
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Definition 1.18 (Condition B). We will sayE ⊆ Rn satisfies Condition B for some
c > 0 if for all x ∈ E and r > 0, one can find two balls of radius rc contained in
B(x, r) in two different components of Ec.
Usually, this definition also assumes E is Ahlfors regular (see for example
[Dav88], [DS93b], and [DJ90]), and there the authors give different proofs that,
in this situation, E is uniformly rectifiable. If E has locally finiteH n−1-measure,
then one can show that, for any ball B centered on E, there is a Lipschitz graph
Γ so that H n−1(Γ ∩ B ∩ E) ≥ rn−1B with Lipschitz constant depending on
H n−1(B ∩ E) (see [JKV97] and [Bad12]).
Theorem 1.19 (David, Semmes [DS93b]). Let E ⊆ Rn satisfy Condition B for
some c > 0. Then for all x ∈ E, and , r > 0,
Θn−1,∆,E (x, r) ≤ C(, n)H n−1(E ∩B(x, r)). (1.9)
This is not stated in [DS93b], but it is implied by the proof of [DS93b, Theorem
1.20], since it only really depends on the lower regularity of E, that is,
H d(B(x, r) ∩ E) ≥ crd for all x ∈ E and 0 < r < diamE,
and such sets are always lower regular with constant depending on the Condition
B constant.
Thus, by Theorems I and II, we have the following.
Corollary III. If E satisfies Condition B for some constant c > 0, then for C0 > 1
and 1 ≤ p < p(d),
H n−1(E ∩B(0, 1)) ∼C0,n,c,p 1 +
∑
Q∈∆
Q∩E∩B(0,1)6=∅
βn−1,pE (C0Q)
2 diam(Q)n−1
(1.10)
An interesting problem would be to determine what simple geometric criteria a
set E has to have in order to satisfy
Θd,∆,E (B(x, r)) ≤ C(, n)H d(E ∩B(x, r)). (1.11)
much like the program that already exists for finding criteria for when Ahlfors reg-
ular sets are uniformly rectifiable (see [DS91, DS93a]).
1.5. Outline of the paper. Section 2 contains preliminaries, a discussion of a
theorem of David and Toro (Theorem 2.5), as well as some basic properties of our
Choquet-style definition of β. Other preliminaries regardingH d∞ “integration” (in
the sense of Choquet) were pushed to the Appendix (Section 13).
In Section 3, we restate Theorem I differently as Theorem 3.2, using maximal
nets and balls instead of cubes, which will be more natural to prove. We also have
a version of Theorem II with nets and balls. We then introduce Theorem 3.6, which
is a version of Theorem 3.2 for the Reifenberg flat case. Section 4 will contain a
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loose description of the proofs of Theorems 3.6 and 3.2, the details of which will
be carried out in Sections 5–10.
Sections 11 and 12 contain a proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof can be summa-
rized as a stopping time applied to Theorems 2.5 and 11.2 (both from [DT12]).
1.6. Constants. We list some important constants, where they appear, are fixed,
and their dependencies.
• n: ambient dimension (as in Rn). Given in main theorems.
• d: intrinsic dimension (as inH d). Given in main theorems.
• C0: given in main theorems.
• c0: fixed in Theorem 2.9 as 1/500.
• rk: fixed in Theorem 2.5 as rk = 10−k.
• A: ball dilation factor. Given in the reformulation of the main theorems
which happens in Section 3.
• C1: fixed as C1 = 2 for Lemma 5.11 and C1 = 2C2 for Lemma 6.10. In
section 10, it will be fixed so that 20C0  C1 where C0 is the constant
appearing in Theorem 3.2.
• C2: a constant introduced in Lemma 6.9 and fixed in Section 9, see Remark
9.1.
• ρ: scale factor. See Theorem 2.9. The constant ρ is fixed following the
statement of Theorem 2.9.
• α: Allowed angle of rotation between planes in stopping time region. See
remark 5.2 and definition of SQ which follows it. The constant α may be
fixed in the proof of Lemma 8.2 and depends only on n, see Remark 8.3.
• : Reifenberg flatness constant. Depends on n, and α, τ , and should be
small enough for Theorem 2.5 below to hold. See Remark 5.2. In relation
to α we will require that  α4.
• τ , τ0, τ1: Constant used for extending Stopping time regions. τ < τ0, τ1, c04 ,
where τ0 = τ0(ρ), and τ1 = min{τ1(2C2), τ1(2), τ1(4)}. See Remark 7.1.
The constant τ is fixed (for the proof of Theorem 3.6) at the start of Section
7.
• M : a dilation factor for balls. Used in a similar fashion to C0 and A.
• θ: an angle of rotation between planes. First introduced in Lemma 6.10.
One can take θ . .
1.7. Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Peter Jones, Xavier
Tolsa, and Tatiana Toro for their helpful discussions. In fact, some of the core
ideas arose from ongoing work between the first author and Xavier Tolsa as well
as the second author and Peter Jones. We also thank Silvia Ghinassi and Michele
Villa for their careful proofreading of the manuscript. Finally, we would like to
thank the anonymous referee who had many useful comments and suggestions that
greatly improved the paper.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
We will write a . b if there is C > 0 such that a ≤ Cb and a .t b if the
constant C depends on the parameter t. We also write a ∼ b to mean a . b . a
and define a ∼t b similarly.
For sets A,B ⊂ Rn, let
dist(A,B) = inf{|x− y| : x ∈ A, y ∈ B}, dist(x,A) = dist({x}, A),
and
diamA = sup{|x− y| : x, y ∈ A}.
Recall the definition of dx,r(E,F ) from Definition 1.7. It is not hard to show
that, for sets E,F,G, while this does not satisfy the triangle inequality, we do have
dx,r(E,G) . dx,2r(E,F ) + dx,2r(F,G). (2.1)
We will denote by ∆ the standard dyadic grid on Rn, that is
∆ =
{[
j1
2k
,
j1 + 1
2k
)
× · · · ×
[
jn
2k
,
jn + 1
2k
]
, k, j1, . . . , jn ∈ Z
}
.
For any cube Q and λ > 0, we let λQ the cube which i a dilation by λ of Q,
that is, λQ is concentric with Q, has sides parallel to Q and with diam(λQ) =
λ diam(Q).
2.1. Hausdorff measure and content. For a subset A ⊂ Rn+1, integer d > 0,
and 0 < δ ≤ ∞ one sets
H dδ (A) = inf
{∑
(diamAi)
d : A ⊂
⋃
Ai, diamAi ≤ δ
}
.
The d-dimensional Hausdorff measure of A is defined as
H d(A) = lim
δ↓0
H dδ (A),
and H d∞(A) is called the d-dimensional Hausdorff content of A. See [Mat95,
Chapter 4] for more details. Note that H d∞ is not a measure. We do, however,
want to use the notation of integration with respect to H d∞. For 0 < p < ∞ and
E ⊆ Rn Borel, we will define the p-Choquet integral∫
E
fpdH d∞ :=
∫ ∞
0
H d∞({x ∈ E : f(x) > t})tp−1dt
and ∫
fdH d∞ =
∫
Rn
fdH d∞.
The proofs of the following three lemmas may be found in the Appendix (Sec-
tion 13).
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 < p < ∞. Let fi be a countable collection of Borel functions
in Rn. If the sets supp fi = {fi > 0} have bounded overlap, meaning there exists
a C <∞ such that ∑
1supp fi ≤ C,
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then ∫ (∑
fi
)p
dH d∞ ≤ Cp
∑∫
fpi dH
d
∞. (2.2)
Lemma 2.2. Let E ⊆ Rn be compact and f a continuous function on Rn. Let
Ej be a decreasing sequence of sets containing E and converging to E in the
Hausdorff metric. Then
lim
j→∞
∫
Ej
fdH d∞ ∼
∫
E
fdH d∞. (2.3)
Lemma 2.3. LetE ⊆ Rn be either compact or bounded and open so thatH d(E) >
0, and let f ≥ 0 be continuous on E. Then for 1 < p ≤ ∞,
1
H d∞(E)
∫
E
fdH d∞ .n
(
1
H d∞(E)
∫
E
fpdH d∞
) 1
p
. (2.4)
2.2. Reifenberg Flat sets and the theorem of David and Toro. Our main tool
will be the enhanced Reifenberg parametrization theorem of David and Toro. First,
we recall Reifenberg’s theorem.
Theorem 2.4. For all 0 < d < n and 0 < s < 1/10, we may find  > 0 such
that the following holds. Let E ⊆ Rn be a closed set containing the origin that
is -Reifenberg flat in B(0, 10). Then there is a bijective mapping g : Rn ý such
that
1
4
|x− y|1+s ≤ |g(x)− g(y)| ≤ 10|x− y|1−s
and
E ∩B(0, 1) = g(Rd) ∩B(0, 1).
Moreover, Σ := g(Rn) is C-Reifenberg flat.
This is the main result as stated, but there are special properties that are implicit
in David and Toro’s version that we shall employ. What we don’t cite below is
covered in Sections 2,3 and 4 of [DT12].
Theorem 2.5. [DT12] For k ∈ N ∪ {0}, set rk = 10−k and let {xjk}j∈Jk be a
collection of points so that for some d-plane P0,
{xj0}j∈J0 ⊂ P0,
|xik − xjk| ≥ rk,
and, denoting Bjk = B(xjk, rk),
xik ∈ V 2k−1 (2.5)
where
V λk :=
⋃
j∈Jk
λBjk.
To each point xjk, associate a d-plane Pjk ⊂ Rn such that Pjk 3 xjk and set
k(x) = sup{dx,104rl(Pjk, Pil) : j ∈ Jk, |l − k| ≤ 2, i ∈ Jl,
x ∈ 100Bjk ∩ 100Bil}.
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There is 0 > 0 such that if  ∈ (0, 0) and
k(xjk) <  for all k ≥ 0 and j ∈ Jk, (2.6)
then there is a bijection g : Rn → Rn so that the following hold
(1) We have
E∞ :=
∞⋂
K=1
∞⋃
k=K
{xjk}j∈Jk ⊆ Σ := g(Rd). (2.7)
(2) g(z) = z when dist(z, P0) > 2.
(3) For x, y ∈ Rn,
1
4
|x− y|1+τ ≤ |g(x)− g(y)| ≤ 10|x− y|1−τ .
(4) |g(z)− z| .  for z ∈ Rn
(5) For x ∈ P0, g(x) = limk σk ◦ · · ·σ1(x) where
σk(y) = ψk(y)y +
∑
j∈Jk
θj,k(y)pij,k(y). (2.8)
Here, {xj,k}j∈Lk is a maximal rk2 -separated set in Rn\V 9k ,
Bj,k = B(xj,k, rk/10) for j ∈ Lk,
{θj,k}j∈Lk∪Jk is a partition of unity such that 19Bj,k ≤ θj,k ≤ 110Bj,k for
all k and j ∈ Lk ∪ Jk, and ψk =
∑
j∈Lk θj,k.
(6) [DT12, Equation (4.5)]For k ≥ 0,
σk(y) = y and Dk(y) = I for y ∈ Rn\V 10k . (2.9)
(7) [DT12, Proposition 5.1] Let Σ0 = P0 and
Σk = σk(Σk−1).
There is a function Aj,k : Pj,k ∩ 49Bjk → P⊥j,k of class C2 such that
|Ajk(xjk)| . rk, |DAjk| .  on Pjk∩49Bjk, and if Γjk is its graph over
Pjk, then
Σk ∩D(xjk, Pjk, 49rk) = Γjk ∩D(xjk, Pjk, 49rk) (2.10)
where
D(x, P, r) = {z + w : z ∈ P ∩B(x, r), w ∈ P⊥ ∩B(0, r)}. (2.11)
(Above P⊥ is the plane perpendicular to P going through 0.) In particular,
dxjk,49rjk(Σk, Pjk) . . (2.12)
(8) [DT12, Lemma 6.2] For k ≥ 0 and y ∈ Σk, there is an affine d-plane P
through y and a C-Lipschitz and C2 function A : P → P⊥ so that if Γ is
the graph of A over P , then
Σk ∩B(y, 19rk) = Γ ∩B(y, 19rk). (2.13)
(9) [DT12, Proposition 6.3] Σ = g(P0) is C-Reifenberg flat in the sense that
for all z ∈ Σ, and t ∈ (0, 1), there is P = P (z, t) so that dz,t(Σ, P ) . .
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(10) For all y ∈ Σk,
|σk(y)− y| . k(y)rk (2.14)
This is not stated as such in [DT12], but it follows from (7.13) in [DT12]
and the definition of σk. In particular, it follows that
dist(y,Σ) . rk for y ∈ Σk. (2.15)
(11) [DT12, Lemma 7.2] For k ≥ 0, y ∈ Σj ∩ V 8k , choose i ∈ Jk such that
y ∈ 10Bi,k. Then
|σk(y)− pii,k(y)| . k(y)rk (2.16)
and
|Dσk(y)−Dpii,k| . k(y) (2.17)
If TΣk(x) denotes the tangent space at x ∈ Σk, then
∠(TΣk+1(σk(x)), Pi,k) . k(y) for x ∈ Σk ∩B(xi,k, 10rk). (2.18)
(12) [DT12, Lemma 9.1] For x, y ∈ Σk,
∠(TΣk(x), TΣk(y)) . 
|x− y|
rk
. (2.19)
(13) [DT12, Lemma 13.2] For x ∈ Σ and r > 0,
H d∞(B(x, r) ∩ Σ) ≥ (1− C)ωdrd (2.20)
where ωd is the volume of the unit ball in Rd. They prove this statement
withH d in place ofH d∞, but the same proof works forH d∞.
Lemma 2.6. With the notation as in Theorem 2.5, there is C > 0 depending only
on n so that for all k ≥ 0, Σk is C-Reifenberg flat.
Proof. Let x ∈ Σk and r > 0. If r ≤ rk, then ϑΣk(x, r) .  by (2.13), so assume
r > rk.By (2.15), there is x′ ∈ Σ with |x − x′| . rk. By Theorem 2.5, Σ is
C-Reifenberg flat for some C > 0, and so there is a d-plane P passing through
x′ so that dx′,2r(Σ, P ′) < C. Let P be the plane parallel to P ′ but containing x.
Then it is not hard to show that, for  > 0 small, dx′,2r(Σ, P ) .  as well.
Let y ∈ B(x, r) ∩ Σk. Again, there is y′ ∈ Σ so that |y − y′| . rk. For
 > 0 small enough, y′ ∈ B(x′, 2r) ∩ Σ, and so dist(y′, P ′) . rk. Since P is P ′
translated by no more than a constant times rk, we also have that dist(y′, P ) .
rk. Thus,
dist(y, P ) ≤ |y − y′|+ dist(y′, P ) . rk (2.21)
and this holds for all y ∈ B(x, r) ∩ Σk.
Now let z ∈ B(x, r) ∩ P and z′ = piP ′(z). Then |z − z′| . rk, and so for
 > 0 small enough, z′ ∈ B(x′, 2r) ∩ P ′. Thus, there is z′′ ∈ Σ with |z′ −
z′′| . rk. Recall that g is a homeomorphism, which thus forces every σj to be a
homeomorphism (since g is the bi-Ho¨lder composition of them all). Hence gk has
an inverse, and by (2.14), there is z′′′ ∈ Σk with |z′′′−z′′| . rk. Combining these
estimates, we have
dist(z,Σk) ≤ |z − z′′′| ≤ |z − z′|+ |z′ − z′′|+ |z′′ − z′′′| . rk
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and this holds for all z ∈ B(x, r)∩P . Combining this with (2.21) gives ϑΣk(B(x, r)) .
, which proves the lemma. 
The following lemma will allow us to localize by finding a Reifenberg flat sur-
face Σ that agrees with a Reifenberg flat surface E in a ball B but whose surface
measure is controlled by the measure of E in B.
Lemma 2.7. Let E ⊆ Rn be -Reifenberg flat containing 0. Then there is a C-
Reifenberg flat surface Σ so that
(1) E ∩B(0, 1) ⊆ Σ ∩B(0, 1),
(2) Σ\B(0, 10) = P0\B(0, 10) for some d-plane P0,
(3) for all A > 0,
H d(Σ ∩B(0, A)) . AdH d(E ∩B(0, 1)). (2.22)
Proof. Let
Ek = {x ∈ E : dist(x,E\B(0, 1)) ≥ rk}
and {xjk}Jk be maximally separated rk-nets inEk so that {xj0}j∈J0 = {0}. Then,
with the notation of Theorem 2.5,
{xj,k+1}Jk+1 ⊆ E ∩B(0, 1) ⊆ V 2k for all k ≥ 0.
In this way, E∞ = E ∩ B(0, 1). If we let Pj,k be the plane that infimizes
ϑE(B(xjk, 10
6rk)) and P0 the plane that infimizes ϑE(B(0, 106rk)), then for
 > 0 small enough, we may apply Theorem 2.5 to obtain a C-Reifenberg flat
surface Σ.
Let x ∈ Σ ∩ B(0, 10)\E∞ and let k(x) be the maximal k for which x ∈ V 11k−1.
Then x 6∈ V 11k(x), and so if we set r(x) = rk(x), we have B(x, r(x)) ⊆ V 10k(x). Thus,
Σk ∩B(x, r(x)) = Σ ∩B(x, r(x)).
By (2.13), Σ ∩B(x, r(x)) is a C-Lipschitz graph, so this and the above equation
imply
H d(Σ ∩B(x, r(x))) . rd. (2.23)
By the Besicovitch covering theorem, we can find xi ∈ Σ ∩ B(0, 10)\E∞ so
that Bi := B(xi, r(xi)) cover Σ ∩ B(0, 10)\E∞ with bounded overlap. Since
xi ∈ V 11k(xi)−1, we may find x′i ∈ {xj,k−1}j∈Jk−1 so that
xi ∈ B(x′i, 10rk(xi)−1) = B(x′i, rk(xi)).
Since x′i ∈ {xj,k−1}j∈Jk−1 ⊆ Ek−1, we know
B(x′i, rk(xi)−1) ∩ E ⊆ B(0, 1). (2.24)
By (2.20), we have
r(xi)
d .H d(B(x′i, rk(xi)−1) ∩ E∞). (2.25)
For j ∈ Jk, let
Aj = {Bi : x′i = xjk}.
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Since the balls in Aj have bounded overlap, the same radius, and distance eat most
rk from xjk, we know #Aj .n 1. Thus,
H d(Σ ∩B(0, 10)\E∞) ≤
∑
i
H d(Bi ∩ Σ)
(2.23)
.
∑
i
r(xi)
d
(2.25)
.
∑
i
H d(B(x′i, rk(xi)−1) ∩ E)
≤
∑
k≥0
∑
j∈Jk
#AjH
d(B(xjk, rk−1) ∩ E)
.
∑
k≥0
∑
j∈Jk
H d(B(xjk, rk−1) ∩ E)
(2.24)
≤ H d(E ∩B(0, 1))
Recalling that E∞ = E ∩B(0, 1),
H d(Σ ∩B(0, 10)) ≤H d(Σ ∩B(0, 10)\E∞) +H d(E∞)
.H d(E ∩B(0, 1)).
Now note that V 10k ⊆ V 100 for all k, and so by (2.8),
H d(Σ ∩B(0, A)\B(0, 10)) =H d(P0 ∩B(0, A)\B(0, 10))
. Ad
(2.20)
. AdH d(E ∩B(0, 1)).
Combining these estimates completes the proof.

2.3. Generalized dyadic cubes. We recall the construction of cubes on a metric
space, originally due to by David and Christ ([Dav88], [Chr90]), but the current
formulation is from Hyto¨nen and Martikainen [HM12]. A metric space X is dou-
bling if there is N so that any ball can be covered by at most N balls of half the
radius. In practice, the metric space X in the theorem will be a subset of Euclidean
space and thus doubling.
Definition 2.8. We say that a set X is δ-separated or a δ-net if for all x, y ∈ X we
have |x− y| ≥ δ.
Theorem 2.9. Let X be a doubling metric space. Let Xk be a nested sequence of
maximal ρk-nets for X where ρ < 1/1000 and let c0 = 1/500. For each n ∈ Z
there is a collection Dk of “cubes,” which are Borel subsets of X such that the
following hold.
(1) For every integer k, X =
⋃
Q∈Dk Q.
(2) If Q,Q′ ∈ D = ⋃Dk and Q ∩Q′ 6= ∅, then Q ⊆ Q′ or Q′ ⊆ Q.
(3) For Q ∈ D , let k(Q) be the unique integer so that Q ∈ Dk and set `(Q) =
5ρk(Q). Then there is ζQ ∈ Xk so that
BX(ζQ, c0`(Q)) ⊆ Q ⊆ BX(ζQ, `(Q)) (2.26)
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and
Xk = {ζQ : Q ∈ Dk}.
From now on we will let D denote the cubes from Theorem 2.9 for E and will
write
BQ = B(ζQ, `(Q)).
Fix ρ = 10−4, which we want to be a power of 10 for Section 10.
Lemma 2.10. Let Q,R ∈ D .
If Q ⊆ R, then CBQ ⊆ CBR for all C > 1000/999. (2.27)
Proof. We can assume Q 6= R, so `(Q) < `(R). In particular, `(Q) ≤ ρ`(R).
Thus, for x ∈ CBQ, so long as Cρ + 1 < C (which happens if C ≥ 11−ρ >
1000/999 by our choice of ρ inTheorem 2.9), we have
|x− xR| ≤ |x− xQ|+ |xQ − xR| < C`(Q) + `(R) ≤ (Cρ+ 1)`(R) ≤ C`(R).

Let j ≥ 0. For Q ∈ Dk+j , we will denote by Q(k) the (unique) cube in Dj
containing Q. For R ∈ Dk+j we denote by Childk(R) the collection of cubes Q ∈
Dj such that Q ⊂ R. We will call Q(1) the the parent of Q. If Q′ ∈ Child1(Q(1))
and Q′ 6= Q, then we will call Q′ a sibling of Q.
2.4. Preliminaries with βd,pE . Again, we not that the Appendix (Section 13) con-
tains preliminaries regarding the Choquet integral with respect to Hausdorff con-
tent, which is what is used for the definition of β.
For a ball B centered on E, we will denote by P pB the d-plane for which
βd,pE (B,P
p
B) = β
d,p
E (B).
Lemma 2.11. Assume 0 < p <∞, E ⊆ Rn, and B is centered on E. Then
βd,pE (B) ≤
2d/p
p1/p
βdE,∞(B). (2.28)
In particular, for p ≥ 1, we have
βd,pE (B) ≤ 2dβdE,∞(B). (2.29)
Proof. Let P be the minimal d-plane for βdE,∞(B). Since for any set A we have
H d∞(A) ≤ (diamA)d, we knowH d∞(E ∩B) ≤ (2rB)d, and so
βd,pE (B)
p ≤ 1
rdB
∫ ∞
0
H d∞{x ∈ B ∩ E : dist(x, P ) > trB}tp−1dt
≤ 1
rdB
∫ βdE,∞(B)
0
H d∞{x ∈ B ∩ E : dist(x, P ) > trB}tp−1dt
≤ H
d∞(B ∩ E)
rdB
∫ βdE,∞(B)
0
tp−1dt ≤ 2
d
p
βdE,∞(B)
p.
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
Lemma 2.12. AssumeE ⊆ Rn and there isB centered onE so that for allB′ ⊆ B
centered on E we haveH d∞(E ∩B′) ≥ crdB′ . Then
βdE,∞
(
1
2
B
)
≤ 2c− 1d+1βd,1E (B)
1
d+1 (2.30)
Proof. We can assume E is closed and that rB = 1. Let P = P 1B and let y ∈
1
2B ∩ E be farthest from P . Set τ = dist(y, P ) and note
B(y, τ/2) ⊆ {x ∈ B ∩ E : dist(x, P ) > t} for t ≤ τ/2.
Thus,
1 ≤ 1
c(τ/2)d
H d∞(B(y, τ/2))
≤ 2
d
cτd
−
∫ τ/2
0
H d∞(x ∈ B ∩ E : dist(x, P ) > t}dt ≤
2d+1
cτd+1
βd,1E (B)
Hence,
βdE,∞
(
1
2
B
)
≤ 2τ ≤ 2c− 1d+1βd,1E (B)
1
d+1 .

Lemma 2.13. Let 1 ≤ p < ∞, E ⊆ Rn be a closed set and B a ball centered on
E so thatH d∞(E ∩B) > 0. Then
βd,1E (B) .n β
d,p
E (B) (2.31)
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that rB = 1. Let P = P
p
B and
f(x) = dist(x, P ). Let
Ej = E ∩ (1− j−1)B.
ThenE is compact, and so we may apply Lemma 2.3 to these sets. By Frostmann’s
Lemma [Mat95, Theorem 8.8], for each t > 0 there is a measure µt with
suppµt ⊆ {x ∈ E ∩B : f(x) > t}
so that
µt(B(x, r)) ≤ rd for all x ∈ Rn and r > 0
and
µt({x ∈ E : f(x) > t}) &n H d∞({x ∈ E : f(x) > t}).
For each t > 0,
lim
j
H d∞({x ∈ Ej ∩B : f(x) > t}) ≥ lim inf
j
µt({x ∈ Ej : f(x) > t})
= µt({x ∈ E : f(x) > t}) &n H d∞({x ∈ E : f(x) > t})
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where the first limit converges because it is monotone (since the Ej are nested).
Hence, by the Monotone Convergence Theorem,
βd,1E (B) ≤
∫
E∩B
fdH d∞ =
∫ ∞
0
H d∞({x ∈ E : f(x) > t})dt
.n lim
j
∫ ∞
0
H d∞({x ∈ Ej : f(x) > t})dt
= lim
j
∫
Ej
fdH d∞
(2.4)
.n lim
j
H d∞(Ej)
1− 1
p
(∫
Ej
fpdH d∞
) 1
p
≤H d∞(E ∩B)1−
1
p
(∫
E∩B
fpdH d∞
) 1
p
.d 1 · βd,pE (B).
and this implies (2.31). 
Lemma 2.14. Let 1 ≤ p < ∞ and let E ⊆ Rn. Then for balls B′ ⊆ B centered
on E,
βd,pE (B
′) ≤
(
rB
rB′
)d+p
βd,pE (B). (2.32)
Proof. Let P = P pB . Using a change of variables, we get
βd,pE (B
′)prdB′ ≤
∫ ∞
0
H d∞{x ∈ B′ ∩ E : dist(x, P ) > trB′}tp−1dt
=
(
rB
rB′
)p ∫ ∞
0
H d∞{x ∈ B′ ∩ E : dist(x, P ) > trB}tp−1dt
≤
(
rB
rB′
)p ∫ ∞
0
H d∞{x ∈ B ∩ E : dist(x, P ) > trB}tp−1dt
≤
(
rB
rB′
)p
rdBβ
d,p
E (B)
p.

For two planes P, P ′ containing the origin, we define
∠(P, P ′) = dB(0,1)(P, P ′).
For general affine planes P, P ′, let x ∈ P and y ∈ P ′. We set
∠(P, P ′) = ∠(P − x, P ′ − y).
If P1 and P2 are both d-planes containing x, we clearly have
dx,ar(P1, P2) = dx,r(P1, P2) for all a, r > 0 (2.33)
and it is also not hard to show that if P1, P2, and P3 are all d-planes containing x,
dx,r(P1, P3) ≤ dx,r(P1, P2) + dx,r(P2, P3). (2.34)
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Indeed, if y ∈ P1 ∩ B(x, r), y′ = piP2(y), and y′′ = piP3(y′), then y, y′, y′′ ∈
B(x, r) and
r dist(y, P3) ≤ |y − y′′| ≤ |y − y′|+ |y′ − y′′| = dist(y, P2) + dist(y′, P3)
≤ rdx,r(P1, P2) + rdx,r(P2, P3)
and supremizing over all y ∈ P1 ∩B(x, r) gives (2.34).
Lemma 2.15. Suppose dz,r(V1, V2) <  are d-planes. Then
|piV ⊥1 (x− y)| ≤ |x− y| for x, y ∈ V2. (2.35)
Proof. Let x, y ∈ V2. By subtracting y from V1 and V2, we may assume without
loss of generality that y = 0, so V2 contains the origin. Recall that V ⊥1 is the
(n − d)-plane orthogonal to V1 and containing the origin. Let V ′1 be the translate
of V1 that contains the origin. Then
|piV ⊥1 (x)| = |x− piV ′1 (x)| ≤ dist(x, V
′
1) ≤ |x|dB(0,|x|)(V2, V ′1)
(2.33)
= |x|dB(0,1)(V2, V ′1) = ∠(V1, V2) < |x|.

Lemma 2.16. Suppose E ⊆ Rn and there is B centered on E so that for all
B′ ⊆ B centered on E we have H d|∞(B′) ≥ crdB′ . Let P and P ′ be two d-
planes. Then
dB′(P, P
′) .d,c
(
rB
rB′
)d+1
βd,1E (B,P ) + β
d,1
E (B
′, P ′) (2.36)
and in particular
∠(P, P ′) .d,c
(
rB
rB′
)d+1
βd,1E (B,P ) + β
d,1
E (B
′, P ′). (2.37)
In particular, it follows that
dB′(P
1
B′ , P
1
B) .d,c
(
rB
rB′
)d+1
βd,1E (B) (2.38)
and
∠(P 1B′ , P 1B) .d,c
(
rB
rB′
)d+1
βd,1E (B). (2.39)
The proof of Lemma 2.16 will use the following lemma.
Lemma 2.17. [AT15, Lemma 6.4] Suppose P1 and P2 are d-planes in Rn and
X = {x0, ..., xd} are points so that
(a) η ∈ (0, 1) where
η = η(X) = min{dist(xi, spanX\{xi})/ diamX ∈ (0, 1)
and
(b) dist(xi, Pj) <  diamX for i = 0, ..., d and j = 1, 2, where  < ηd−1/2.
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Then
dist(y, P1) ≤ 
(
2d
η
dist(y,X) + diamX
)
for all y ∈ P2. (2.40)
Proof of Lemma 2.16. Let X = {x0, ..., xd} be vectors in 12B′ ∩ E such that
dist(xi+1, span{x0, ..., xi}) & rB′ for i = 1, ..., d.
These can be found by induction using the fact thatH d∞(E ∩ B′) ≥ crdB′ (see for
example [DS91, Section 5]). Then η(X) ∼ 1. Let Bi = B(xi, rB′/100) and for
t > 0, set
Et,i = {x ∈ E ∩Bi : dist(x, P ′) > trB′ or dist(x, P ) > trB′}.
Let T > 0. Suppose Et,i = Bi ∩ E for all t ≤ T . Observe that
H d∞(Bi ∩ E) ≥ crdBi =
c
100d
rdB′ .
Hence,
T ≤H d∞(Bi ∩ E)−1
∫ T
0
H d∞(Et)dt .c r−dBi
∫ T
0
H d∞(Et)dt
. r−dB′
∫ T
0
H d∞{x ∈ E ∩Bi : dist(x, P ′) > trB′/2}dt
+ r−dB′
∫ T
0
H d∞{x ∈ E ∩Bi : dist(x, P ) > trB′/2}dt
≤ 2
rdB′
∫ ∞
0
H d∞{x ∈ E ∩B′ : dist(x, P ′) > trB′}dt
+
2rd+1B
rd+1B′
1
rdB
∫ ∞
0
H d∞{x ∈ E ∩B : dist(x, P ) > trB}dt
. βd,1E (B′, P ′) +
(
rB
rB′
)d+1
βd,1E (B,P ) =: λ.
Thus, there is c′ = c′(d, c) so that T ≤ c′λ. Hence, for t = 2c′λ, (Bi ∩ E)\Et,i 6=
∅, and so there are points yi ∈ Bi\Ec′t,i. Since yi ∈ Bi and η(X) ∼ 1, it is not
hard to show that η({y0, ..., yd}) ∼ 1 as well. By the definition of Et,i, the lemma
follows from Lemma 2.17. 
Lemma 2.18. Let M > 1, E be a Borel set so that H d∞(E ∩ B) ≥ crdB for all
balls B centered on E with 0 < r < diamE. Let D be the cubes from Theorem
2.9 for E (or E ∩ B(0, 1)), and Q0 ∈ D . For Q ∈ D , let PQ = P 1MBQ . Suppose
that for all balls B ⊆ BQ0 centered on E thatH d∞(B ∩E) ≥ crd. Let Q,R ∈ D ,
Q,R ⊆ Q0, and suppose that for all cubes S ⊆ Q0 so that S contains either Q or
R that βd,1E (MBQ) < . Then for Λ > 0, if dist(Q,R) ≤ Λ max{`(Q), `(R)} ≤
Λ2 min{`(Q), `(R)}, then
∠(PQ, PR) .M,Λ . (2.41)
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Proof. Suppose `(Q) ≤ `(R). Let Q′ be the smallest ancestor of Q so that 3BR ⊆
3BQ′ (note that since both Q and R are contained in Q0 and hence 3BR ⊆ 3BQ0
by (2.27), this is well defined). Then
`(R) ∼ `(Q′) ∼ dist(Q,R) + `(Q) + `(R) . Λ2`(Q) (2.42)
and so by Lemma 2.16,
∠(PQ, P3BQ′ )
(2.34)
≤ ∠(PQ, P3BQ) + ∠(P3BQ , P3BQ′ ) .Λ,M .
Let R′ be the largest ancestor of R so that 3BR′ ⊆ 6BQ′ . Again,
`(R′) ∼ `(Q′) ∼ `(R)
and so `(R′) . `(Q) by (2.42). Hence, applying Lemma 2.16
∠(PR, P3BQ′ )
(2.34)
≤ ∠(PR, P3BR) + ∠(P3BR , P3BR′ ) + ∠(P3BR′ , P6BQ′ )
+ ∠(P6BQ′ , P3BQ′ ) .Λ,M .
Combining these two chains of inequalities proves the lemma. 
Lemma 2.19. Suppose E is -Reifenberg flat, 0 <  < 0, B is a ball centered on
E, and P is some d-plane. For 0 small enough, if βdE,∞(B,P ) < 1/100, then
piP (B ∩ E) ⊇ B(piP (xB), rB/2). (2.43)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we will assume B = B and P = Rd + piP (0).
Then
βdE,∞(B,Rd) ≤ 2βdE,∞(B, P ) <
1
50
.
Let g : Rn ý be the map from Theorem 2.5 with P0 = Rd, pi the orthogonal
projection onto Rd, and h = pi ◦ g. Then E ∩ B = g(Rd) ∩ B. For x ∈ 34B,
|g(x) − x| ≤ C for some C = C(d) by Theorem 2.5 (4), and so g(x) ∈ (34 +
C)B ∩ E ⊆ B ∩ E. Thus, for x ∈ Rd ∩ 34B, dist(g(x),Rd) ≤ βdE,∞(B,Rd).
Combining these estimates, we get that for x ∈ 34Bd and 0 > 0 small enough,
|h(x)− x| ≤ |pi(g(x))− g(x)|+ |g(x)− x| ≤ 1
50
+ C <
1
10
.
If there is x0 ∈ 12Bd\h(34Bd), then it is not hard to show that h| 34Bd is contractible
in Rd ∩ 34B\{x0} (since it is homotopic to a map of 34Bd into 34Sd−1 and maps of
the disk into the sphere are always contractible). Thus h| 3
4
Sd−1 is contractible, but
h(x, t) = (th(x) + (1− t)x)/|th(x) + (1− t)x| for x ∈ 34Sd is homotopic in Rd∩
3
4B\{x0} to the identity map on 34Sd, which is not contractible in Rd ∩ 34B\{x0},
and we get a contradiction. We have thus shown 12Bd ⊆ h(34Bd) ⊆ pi(E ∩ B). It
then follows that
piP (E ∩ B) = piP (piRd(E ∩ B)) ⊇ piP (12Bd) = B(piP (0), 1/2) ∩ P. (2.44)

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Lemma 2.20. Suppose E is -Reifenberg flat, 0 <  < 0, B is a ball centered on
E, and P is some d-plane. There is β0 > 0 small so that if βdE,∞(B,P ) < β0, then
2−dβ(12B,P ) ≤ βdE,∞(12B,P ) ≤ d 12B(E,P ) ≤ 2β
d
E,∞(B,P )
≤ 4
(1− C)ωdβ
d,1
E (2B,P )
1
d+1 . (2.45)
In particular,
2−dβ(12B) ≤ βdE,∞(12B) ≤ ϑdE
(
1
2B
) ≤ 2βdE,∞(B)
≤ 4
(1− C)ωdβ
d,1
E (2B)
1
d+1 . (2.46)
Proof. By the previous lemma, (2.43) holds. In particular, any x ∈ B(piP (0), rB/2)∩
P is the image of a point y ∈ B∩E under piP , and thus dist(x,E) ≤ βdE,∞(B,P ).
By definition, any x ∈ E ∩ 12B is at most βdE,∞(B,P ) from P . We have thus
shown that d 1
2
B(E,P ) ≤ 2βdE,∞(B,P ). The other inequalities in (2.45) follow
from Lemmas 2.11, 2.12, and the definitions. 
The following lemma says that the βd,pE -numbers for two sets are approximately
the same, with error depending on the average distance between one and the other,
where ”average” is taken with respect to a Choquet integral.
Lemma 2.21. Let 1 ≤ p <∞ andE1, E2 ⊆ Rn. SupposeB1 is a ball centered on
E1 and B2 is a ball of same radius but centered in E2 so that B1 ⊆ 2B2. Suppose
that for i = 1, 2 and all balls B ⊆ 2Bi centered on Ei we haveH d|∞(B ∩Ei) ≥
crdB for some c > 0. Then
βd,pE1 (B
1, P ) .c,p βd,pE2 (2B
2, P ) +
(
1
rd
B1
∫
E1∩2B1
(
dist(y,E2)
rB1
)p
dH d∞(y)
) 1
p
(2.47)
We will first need an intermediary lemma.
Lemma 2.22. Let F1, F2 ⊆ Rn. Suppose B0 is a ball centered on F2 and for
all balls B ⊆ 2B0 centered on F2 we have H d|∞(B ∩ F2) ≥ crdB for some
c > 0. Finally, let α ∈ (0, 1), {Bj}j∈X be a collection of disjoint balls with
centers zj ∈ F1 such that dist(zj , F2) < αrBj , f a non-negative function on {zj},
z′j ∈ F2 ∩B(zj , αrBj ), B′j = B(z′j , rBj ). Then∫
F1
∑
j∈X
1Bj (y)f(zj)dH
d
∞(y)
.α
∫
F2
∑
j∈X
1(1−α)B′j (y)f(zj)dH
d
∞(y). (2.48)
The proof of Lemma 2.22 may be found in the Appendix (Section 13).
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Proof of Lemma 2.21. Without loss of generality, we may assumeB1 = B, the unit
ball, so rB1 = 1. Let δ > 0 be small and δ(z) = dist(z, E2) + δ. We may assume
without loss of generality that δ(z) < 1/16 for all z ∈ E1 ∩ B, for otherwise the
inequalities are trivial by lower regularity. By the Besicovitch covering theorem,
there are collections of pointsX1, ...,XN ⊆ E1 ∩ B with N = N(n) so that if
Bz = B(z, 4δ(z)),
then the balls {Bz : z ∈Xk} are pairwise disjoint and
1E1∩B ≤
N∑
k=1
∑
z∈Xk
1Bz .n 1. (2.49)
Note that since δ(z) < 1/16, Bz ⊆ 2B for all z ∈ E1 ∩ B. Since d(·, P ) is
1-Lipschitz, we have that for y ∈ Bz ,
dist(y, P )p ≤ (dist(z, P ) + 4δ(z))p .p dist(z, P )p + δ(z)p.
Hence,
βd,pE1 (B, P )
p =
∫
E1∩B
dist(y, P )pdH d∞(y)
(2.2)
(2.49)
.
N∑
k=1
∫
E1
∑
z∈Xk
1Bz(y) dist(y, P )
pdH d∞(y)
(2.2)
.
N∑
k=1
∫
E1
∑
z∈Xk
1Bz(y) dist(z, P )
pdH d∞(y)
+
N∑
k=1
∫
E1
∑
z∈Xk
1Bz(y)δ(z)
pdH d∞(y)
= I1 + I2. (2.50)
By Lemma 2.22 with F1 = F2 = E1, f(z) = δ(z)p, and α = 78 , we have that
I2 .
N∑
k=1
∫
E1
∑
z∈Xk
1 1
8
Bz
(y)δ(z)pdH d∞(y).
Since δ is 1-Lipschitz, we have for each z and y ∈ E1 ∩ 18Bz where 18Bz =
B(z, δ(z)/2),
δ(z) ≤ δ(y) + |z − y| < δ(y) + δ(z)
2
.
Hence δ(z) < 2δ(y), and so for 1 ≤ k ≤ N ,∫
E1
∑
z∈Xk
1 1
8
Bz
(y)δ(z)pdH d∞(y) ≤ 2p
∫
E1
∑
z∈Xk
1 1
8
Bz
(y)δ(y)pdH d∞(y).
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Thus, since the Bz are disjoint for z ∈Xk, and since N depends only on n,
I2 .
N∑
k=1
∫
E1
∑
z∈Xk
1 1
8
Bz
(y)δ(y)pdH d∞(y) ≤
N∑
k=1
∫
E1∩2B1
δ(y)pdH d∞(y)
.n
∫
E1∩2B1
δ(y)pdH d∞(y). (2.51)
To bound I1, again we use Lemma 2.22. We let F1 = E1, F2 = E2, f =
dist(·, P )p, and α = 1/3. Also let z′ ∈ E2 ∩ 13Bz = B(z, 43δ(z)) and B′z :=
B(z′, 4δ(z)). Because dist(·, P )p is Lipschitz in 2B, we have
I1 .
N∑
k=1
∫
E2
∑
z∈Xk
1 2
3
B′z
(y) dist(z, P )pdH d∞(y)
(2.2)
.
N∑
k=1
∫
E2
∑
z∈Xk
1 2
3
B′z
(y) dist(y, P )pdH d∞(y)
+
N∑
k=1
∫
E2
∑
z∈Xk
1 2
3
B′z
(y)δ(z)pdH d∞(y)
= I11 + I12
Note that
2
3
B′z = B
(
z′,
8δ(z)
3
)
⊆ B
(
z,
8δ(z)
3
+
4δ(z)
3
)
= B(z, 4δ(z)) = Bz
and so the {23B′z}z∈Xk are disjoint. Hence,
I11 ≤
N∑
k=1
∫
E2∩2B2
dist(z, P )pdH d∞(y).
Next, by Lemma 2.22 with F1 = E2, F2 = E1, α = 12 , {23B′z}z∈Xk as our
collection of balls Bj with centers z′ ∈ F1, f(z′) = δ(z)p, and 23Bz as our B′j
(noting that z ∈ B(z′, 43δ(z)) = α(23B′z)), ,
I12 .
N∑
k=1
∫
E1
∑
z∈Xk
1 1
3
Bz
(y)δ(z)pdH d∞(y)
(2.51)
.
∫
E1∩2B1
δ(y)pdH d∞(y).
Combining our estimates for I1, I2, I12, and I22, we obtain
βd,pE1 (B
1, P )p .c,p βd,pE2 (2B
2, P )p +
∫
E1∩2B1
δ(y)pdH d∞(y).
Now using the fact that (a+ b)
1
p ≤ 2 1p max{a, b} 1p ≤ 2 1p (a 1p + b 1p ), we are done.

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It is not hard to show that Theorem 1.3 can be rewritten in the following way.
For a cube I in Rd and f : Rd → Rn−d Lipschitz, we set
Ωf,p(I)
p = inf
A
−
∫
I
∣∣∣∣f −Ar
∣∣∣∣p (2.52)
Then ∑
I⊆Rd
Ωf,p(3I)
2H d(I) .p,n ||∇f ||22 (2.53)
where the sum is taken over all dyadic cubes I in Rd.
Lemma 2.23. Let f : Rd → Rn−d be an L-Lipschitz function , Γ = {(x, f(x)) :
x ∈ Rd} be its graph, x ∈ Γ, r > 0, and let I be a cube in Rd that contains
piRd(B(x, r)). Then
βd,pΓ (x, r) .d,L,p
(
H d(I)
rd
)1/p
Ωf,p(I). (2.54)
Proof. Let A be the plane that infimizes (2.52). Since f is L-Lipschitz, we have
that Γ isC-Ahlfors regular withC depending on d andL. In particular,H d(E) ∼L
H d∞(E) for all E ⊆ Γ. Set F (x) = (x, f(x)), which is 2L-Lipschitz.
βdΓ,p(x, r)
p ≤ r−d
∫
H d∞({y ∈ Γ ∩B(x, r) : dist(y,A(Rd)) > tr})tp−1dt
∼L r−d
∫
H d({y ∈ Γ ∩B(x, r) : dist(y,A(Rd)) > tr})tp−1dt
= r−d
∫
B(x,r)∩Γ
(
dist(y,A(Rd))
r
)p
dH d|Γ(y)
= r−d
∫
piRd (B(x,r))
(
dist(F (z), A(Rd))
r
)p
JF (z)dz
.L r−d
∫
I
( |F (z)−A(z)|
r
)p
dz
≤ H
d(I)
rd
Ωf,p(I)
p

3. THE THEOREMS WE ACTUALLY PROVE
We first reformulate Theorem I with an equivalent version that uses balls and
nets rather than dyadic cubes. This is slightly more technical to state, but will be
more natural to prove. First, we define Θd,A,E in terms of a net (as opposed to
Θd,∆,E from definition 1.8).
Definition 3.1. Let E ⊆ Rn be a Borel set, 0 < ρ < 1/1000. For k ∈ Z, let Xk be
a sequence of maximal ρ−k-separated sets of points for E andX = {B(x, ρ−k) :
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k ∈ Z, x ∈ Xk}. For , A, r > 0 and x ∈ E, we define
Θd,A,E (x, r) :=
∑
{rdB : B ∈X , xB ∈ B(x, r),
0 < rB < r, and ϑE(AB) ≥ }.
Theorem 3.2. Let 1 ≤ d < n, C0 > 1, and A > max{C0, 105}. Let 1 ≤ p <
p(d). Let E ⊆ Rn be a closed set containing 0. Suppose that E is (c, d)-lower
content regular in B(0, 1). There is 0 = 0(n,A, p, c) > 0 such that the following
holds. Let 0 <  < 0. For integer k ≥ 0, let Xk ⊂ Xk+1 be a maximal 2−k-
separated set of points in E ∩ B(0, 1). Suppose further that for each k we have
Xk ⊂ Xk+1. LetXk = {B(x, 2−k) : x ∈ Xk}. Then
1 +
∑
k≥0
∑
B∈Xk
βd,pE (C0B)
2rdB
≤ C(A,C0, n, , p, c)
(
H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) + Θd,A,E (0, 1)
)
. (3.1)
Similarly, Theorem II has a version for nets as follows.
Theorem 3.3. Let 1 ≤ d < n. Let 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and E ⊆ Rn be such that 0 ∈ E.
Suppose that E is (c, d)-lower content regular in B(0, 1). Let Xk be a nested
sequence of maximal 2−k-separated points inE andXk = {B(x, 2−k) : x ∈ Xk}.
Let A > 1 and  > 0 be given as well. Then for C0 sufficiently large (depending
only on n and A),
H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) + Θd,A,E (0, 1)
≤ C(A,n, c, )
1 +∑
k≥0
∑
B∈Xk
xB∈B(0,1)
βd,pE (C0B)
2rdB
 . (3.2)
Furthermore, if the right hand side of (3.2) is finite, then E is d-rectifiable
It is not hard to show that Theorem 3.2 implies Theorem I. To do this, and for
what follows, we will need to relate the two versions of Θ. Indeed
Θd,∆,E (B(0, 1)) .A,n, 1 + Θ
d,A,
E (0, 1),
and
Θd,A,E (B(0, 1)) .A,n, Θ
d,∆,
E (0, 1).
The sketch of the argument for the first inequality is that cubes of diameter less
than one are contained in balls from some Xk, so we can use monotonicity of
ϑE ; the cubes of diameter larger than one have geometrically decaying ϑ, and so
only ∼ log() generations need to be counted. The second inequality follows in a
similar manner (but note that we have cubes of all scales). Moreover, it is not hard
to show that βd,pE (Q) . β
d,p
E (B) if Q is a cube and B ⊇ Q is a ball of comparable
size. Thus, we have
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∑
Q∈∆
Q∩E∩B(0,1)6=∅
βd,pE (C0Q)
2 diam(Q)d . 1 +
∑
k≥0
∑
B∈Xk
βd,pE (C0B)
2rdB.
Again, this follows since the cubes of side length much less than one are contained
in a ball C0B from the sum on the right with comparable size and the number of
cubes associated to each ball can be chosen to be uniformly bounded. For the cubes
of larger scale, we bound the beta numbers trivially by one and then the sum over
them is a geometric sum and totals at most a universal constant. This proves the
above inequality, and thus we can reduce from the dyadic version Theorem I to
the ball version, i.e. Theorem 3.2. A similar argument shows Theorem 3.3 implies
Theorem II. The main thing to note is that any ball B has a dyadic cube Q so that
B ⊆ C0Q and rB ∼C0,n diam(Q).
Remark 3.4. We will from now on focus on showing Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, as
they will imply our main results.
Remark 3.5. One open question is whether one can generalize these techniques
to give a version of our main results that hold for Hilbert spaces. We believe this
is possible after suitably proving some of the results from [DT12] for this setting.
Such a result would take on this form of statement, using nets and balls instead of
dyadic cubes.
Theorem 3.6 just below is a version of Theorem 3.2 specialized to Reifenberg
flat surfaces. Theorem 3.6 will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.6. Let 1 ≤ d < n, C0 > 1, 1 ≤ p < 2dd−2 if d > 2 and 1 ≤ p < ∞
if d ≤ 2 . There is 0 = 0(n,C0, p) > 0 such that the following holds. Let
0 <  < 0, Σ be a (, d)-Reifenberg flat surface so that for some d-plane P0,
Σ\V 10 = Σ\B(0, 1) = P0\B(0, 1). (3.3)
LetXk be a nested sequence of maximally separated ρk-nets in Σ so that 0 ∈X0.
For C0 > 0,∑
k≥0
∑
x∈Xk
βd,pΣ (B(x,C0ρ
k))ρkd .p,C0,n, H d(Σ ∩B(0, 1)).
4. SKETCH OF THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 3.6 AND THEOREM 3.2
This section will contain a loose description of the proofs of Theorems 3.6 and
3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.6 is carried out in Sections 5–9. Theorem 3.2 is
then proven in Section 10 by building a stopping time argument on top of Theorem
3.6. We assume below that the reader is fluent with the language and results of
the previous sections. We expect that some readers may not gain much from this
section, but hope that others will appreciate it.
The fundamental tool one would like to use to upper bound a sum of βd,pE -
numbers as in the left-hand-side of Theorem 3.6 is Dorronsoro’s theorem (see
Theorem 1.3). That requires having a graph. Thus, we would like to describe the
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surface Σ as the limit of a progression of graphs in which, locally, each successive
surface is a graph over the previous surface, in the same spirit as the progression of
curves that leads to the von Koch snowflake. Indeed, Theorem 2.5 supplies us with
Σ as a limit of (constructed) surfaces Σk which are locally C2 graphs (with control
on what ‘locally’ means) but these are not enough for the accounting we need to
do. Instead we need to stop the construction of the Σk’s in different places, and let
it keep running in others. We’ll be more specific below:
Consider a family of Christ-like ‘cubes’ for Σ as assured by Theorem 2.9. To
each cube Q, associate an affine d-plane PQ which well-approximates Σ inside a
ball BQ, where BQ ⊃ Q and is not too big. Now we generate layers of cubes as
follows. Our zeroth layer are the cubes of side length one. Now, run a stopping
time on each cube Q from this family to construct a new layer by adding smaller
and smaller cubes R in Q and stop if PR changes its angle too much from the
initial plane PQ. Let SQ be the resulting stopping time region (i.e. those cubes for
which you didn’t stop). We will restart on the stopped cubes to get more stopping
time regions. Our first layer is the union of all SQ over all stopped cubes Q from
the zeroth layer. Now look at the minimal cubes of this layer and run the same
stopping-time process to create a new collection of stopping times that form the
2nd layer, and so on.
These layers are almost good enough to work with, but not quite and we will now
describe why. Take a layer and apply the construction of David and Toro (Theorem
2.5) to it, in the sense that you use the centers of the cubes Q and the planes PQ
(really, you first have to shift them to go through the centers). The resulting surface
is in fact a graph around each maximal cube in the layer. Thus you can use Dor-
ronsoro’s theorem on each of these pieces to bound the βd,pE -numbers by a portion
of E around that maximal cube. However, the sizes of these maximal cubes can
vary wildly, and so they may not have bounded overlap. This is a problem, which
is why we said the layers are almost good enough. To solve this, when constructing
our layers, we add an extra step that extends them so that adjacent minimal cubes
have comparable sizes (Lemma 5.10) and then we repeat our construction on the
minimal cubes of these extended layers and so on. Note that they will still give
rise to graphs over the planes corresponding to the maximal cubes in each layer
(Lemma 5.11).
Section 5 describes these regions and their properties. Section 6 describes build-
ing a progression of surfaces ΣN corresponding to a progression of stopping times
(N here corresponds to how many generations from the root our extended stopping
time is) and records some properties. Each Surface there is its own application of
Theorem 2.5.
In Section 7 we will introduce a bi-Lipschitz map FN : ΣN → ΣN+1, whose
image has (locally) a graph structure (see Figure 1). Then, in Section 8, we show
that the sum of the area of the cubes where we stopped in our construction of the
N th layer, is bounded by the total area of the limit surface Σ = lim ΣN . Here the
area of Σ is really thought of as the limit of a telescoping sum, where, the N th
summand bounds (with controllable errors) the area of the stopped cubes in N th
layer. (Note that this is really not a precise statement, since some summands in the
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telescoping sum could even be negative!) Finally, in Section 9, we reduce upper
bound for βd,pE -numbers for a single stopping time to the upper bound given by
Dorronsoro’s theorem Theorem 1.3, which is bounded by the area of the root cube.
These are exactly the cubes whose total area was bounded in Section 8. This will
complete the proof of Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.2 follows in a similar fashion, except we also need to stop every time
we cease to be Reifenberg flat. The onerous details of this are carried out in Section
10.
5. THE STOPPING-TIME
Sections 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 will together give Theorem 3.6.
Note that (2.20) means we can use the lemmas from Section 2.4. Fix M > 1.
Let D be the cubes for Σ from Theorem 2.9 using our maximal nets Xk and set
P ′Q be such that
βdΣ,∞(P
′
Q,MBQ) = β
d
Σ,∞(MBQ) < 
and set PQ 3 xQ be the plane parallel to P ′Q, and so
βdΣ,∞(PQ,MBQ) ≤ 2βdΣ,∞(MBQ) < 2 (5.1)
We can assume there is Q0 ∈ D0 with center 0. Without loss of generality, we may
assume PQ0 = P0
Definition 5.1. ([DS93a, I.3.2]) A stopping-time region S ⊆ D is a collection of
cubes such that the following hold.
(1) All cubes Q ∈ S are contained in a maximal cube Q(S) ∈ S.
(2) S is coherent, meaning that if Q ∈ S and Q ⊆ R ⊆ Q(S) then R ∈ S.
(3) For all Q ∈ S, each of its siblings of Q are also in S.
Let α >  > 0.
Remark 5.2. We will adjust the value of  (the Riefenberg flatness parameter) as
we go along, but it shall be much smaller than α (more precisely,   α4), and
will also depend on a parameter τ . See Remark 8.3 below as well as Section 8.
The constant α may be fixed in the proof of Lemma 8.2.
Let Q ∈ D and let SQ be the stopping time region constructed by adding cubes
R to S if both of the following are satisfied.
(1) If T ∈ D and R ⊆ T ⊆ Q then T ∈ SQ.
(2) We have ∠(PT , PQ) < α for any sibling T of R (including R itself).
In this way, Q(SQ) = Q.
Remark 5.3. A property which SQ does not enjoy is that if two minimal cubes are
‘near’ each other, then they have ‘similar’ sizes. Because of this, we will define
‘extensions’ of these regions, S′Q later on (see (5.9) and its preceding Lemma 5.10,
as well as Lemma 5.11). The reason we care about this is that we will have a
sequence of surfaces ΣN , where ΣN comes from cubes stopped N times. Had we
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not had ‘near by cubes have similar sizes’, we could not not control well enough
the relationship between ΣN and ΣN+1. This happens in Section 6.
For a collection of cubes C , we define a distance function
dC (x) = inf{`(Q) + dist(x,Q) : Q ∈ C }
and for Q ∈ D , set
dC (Q) = inf
x∈Q
dC (x) = inf{`(R) + dist(Q,R) : R ∈ C }
Let m(S) be the set of minimal cubes of S, i.e. those Q ∈ S for which there are
no cubes R ∈ S properly contained in Q, and define
z(S) = Q(S)\
⋃
{Q : Q ∈ m(S)}. (5.2)
We will define a sequence of collections of cubes Layer(N), Up(N), Stop(N),
and a sequence of collections of stopping-timesFN , N = 0, 1, 2, ... as follows.
First, set
Stop(−1) = D0.
Let τ ∈ (0, 1) be small.
Remark 5.4. The constant τ will be upper bounded in Lemmas 5.7, 5.10, and 6.10,
see Remark 7.1 below.
Suppose we have defined Stop(N − 1) for some integer N ≥ 0. Let
Layer(N) =
⋃
{SQ : Q ∈ Stop(N − 1)}.
Clearly ⋃
{Q ∈ Layer(N)} =
⋃
{Q ∈ Stop(N − 1)} . (5.3)
Let Stop(N) be the set of maximal cubes Q which have a sibling Q′ (possibly
themselves) such that `(Q′) < τdLayer(N)(Q′), i.e. (recalling that Child(1)Q(1) is
the collection of children of Q’s parent)
Stop(N) = {Q ∈ D : Q max. such that there is Q′ ∈ Child(1)Q(1) with
`(Q′) < τdLayer(N)(Q′)}. (5.4)
See Corollary 5.8 below, which may elucidate why we use the terminology “stop”.
Set Up(−1) = ∅ and
Up(N) = Up(N − 1)∪
{Q ∈ D : Q ⊇ R for some R ∈ Layer(N) ∪ Stop(N)} (5.5)
Lemma 5.5.
Up(N) = {Q ∈ D : Q 6⊂ R for any R ∈ Stop(N)} (5.6)
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Proof. Denote by U the right hand side of (5.6). First suppose Q ∈ Up(N). If
we have Q 6∈ U , then there is an R such that Q ( R ∈ Stop(N). By (5.4), we
then have that R cannot contain a Layer(N) cube, and so the same holds for Q.
Thus, Q cannot contain a cube from either Layer(N) or Stop(N), which implies
Q 6∈ Up(N).
If Q ∈ U then either Q ⊃ T ∈ Stop(N) (in which case Q ∈ Up(N)) or Q is
disjoint from ∪Stop(N). Hence, if x ∈ c0BQ ∩ Σ, then τdLayer(N)(x) ≥ `(Q′)
for all cubes Q′ containing x, so in particular, dLayer(N)(x) = 0, so we may find
R ∈ Layer(N) so that R ⊆ c0BQ ∩ Σ ⊆ Q, and thus Q ∈ Up(N) as well. 
Lemma 5.6. Let C ⊆ D and Q,Q′ ∈ D . Then
dC (Q) ≤ 2`(Q) + dist(Q,Q′) + 2`(Q′) + dC (Q′). (5.7)
Proof. Let x,w ∈ Q, y, z ∈ Q′, and Q′′ ∈ C . Since Q′ ⊆ BQ′ , diamQ′ ≤
2`(Q′), and so
dC (x) ≤ dist(x,Q′′) + `(Q′′) ≤ |x− y|+ dist(y,Q′′) + `(Q′′)
≤ |x− w|+ |w − z|+ |y − z|+ dist(y,Q′′) + `(Q′′)
≤ 2`(Q) + |w − z|+ 2`(Q′) + dist(y,Q′′) + `(Q′′).
Now we infimize dist(y,Q′′) + `(Q′′) over all Q′′ ∈ C , then over all y ∈ Q′, and
then over all w ∈ Q and z ∈ Q′ and we get (5.7). 
Below, the constant ρ comes from the statement of Theorem 2.9.
Lemma 5.7. Let τ0 = 14(2+ρ−1) . For 0 < τ < τ0,
ρτdLayer(N)(Q) ≤ `(Q) ≤ 2τdLayer(N)(Q) for all Q ∈ Stop(N). (5.8)
Proof. Indeed, if Q′ is the sibling of Q (or Q itself) satisfying (5.4), then
dist(Q,Q′) ≤ diamQ(1) ≤ diamBQ(1) =
2
ρ
`(Q)
and so
`(Q) = `(Q′) < τdLayer(N)(Q′)
(5.7)
≤ τ(2`(Q′) + dist(Q,Q′) + 2`(Q) + dLayer(N)(Q))
≤ τ(2`(Q) + 2ρ−1`(Q) + 2`(Q) + dLayer(N)(Q))
= 2τ(2 + ρ−1)`(Q) + τdLayer(N)(Q) <
`(Q)
2
+ τdLayer(N)(Q)
since τ < τ0, and so we may regroup the terms and get `(Q) < 2τdLayer(N)(Q).
On the other hand, by the maximality of Q,
ρ−1`(Q) = `(Q(1)) ≥ τdLayer(N)(Q(1)) ≥ τdLayer(N)(Q)
which proves (5.8). 
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Corollary 5.8. Let τ be as in Lemma 5.7. Let
Z = {x : dLayer(N)(x) = 0}.
Then ⋃
{Q ∈ Stop(N − 1)} \ Z =
⋃
{Q ∈ Stop(N)},
and Q ∈ Stop(N) implies dLayer(N)(Q) ∼ τ`(Q).
Proof. By Lemma 5.7, it remains to see that ∪Stop(N − 1) \ Z = ∪Stop(N).
Let x ∈ ⋃{Q ∈ Stop(N − 1)} be such that dLayer(N)(x) > 0. By (5.3) and
because x 6∈ Z, we have a minimal (with respect to containment) QN such that
x ∈ QN ∈ Layer(N). Let QN,k be such that x ∈ QN,k ∈ Childk(QN ). We have
that
0 < dLayer(N)(x) ≤ `(QN,k) = ρk`(QN ).
Thus, there is a k such that x ∈ QN,k ∈ Stop(N).
Conversely, let x ∈ Q ∈ Stop(N). Then
dLayer(N)(x) ≥ dLayer(N)(Q) & τ`(Q)
and so x 6∈ Z. Moreover, Q ⊆ R for some R ∈ Stop(N − 1), and this finishes the
proof. 
Corollary 5.9. Suppose dUp(N)(x) > 0. Then there is a Q 3 x such that Q ∈
Stop(N).
Proof. We have for all n ≤ N that
dLayer(N)(x) ≥ dUp(n)(x) ≥ dUp(N)(x) > 0.
The result now follows by the first part of Corollary 5.8. 
Lemma 5.10. LetC1 > 1, τ1(C1) = min{τ0, (16+8C1)−1}, and assume 0 < τ <
τ1(C1). If  < α, Q,Q′ ∈ Stop(N) and C1BQ ∩ C1BQ′ 6= ∅, then `(Q) ∼ `(Q′)
(with constants independent of C1), and ∠(PQ, PQ′) .C1  .
Proof. Assume `(Q′) ≤ `(Q), we will first show `(Q) . `(Q′). Since C1BQ ∩
C1BQ′ 6= ∅, we know
dist(Q,Q′) ≤ C1`(Q) + C1`(Q′) ≤ 2C1`(Q).
Thus, since Q,Q′ ∈ Stop(N),
`(Q)
(5.8)
≤ 2τdLayer(N)(Q)
(5.7)
≤ 2τdLayer(N)(Q′)
+ 2τ(2`(Q) + dist(Q,Q′) + 2`(Q′))
(5.8)
≤ 2
ρ
`(Q′) + 2τ(2`(Q) + 2C1`(Q) + 2`(Q))
=
2
ρ
`(Q′) + (8 + 4C1)τ`(Q) <
2
ρ
`(Q′) +
`(Q)
2
where in the last inequality we used τ < 116+8C1 . This then gives `(Q
′) ≤ `(Q) ≤
4
ρ`(Q
′). The lemma now follows from Lemma 2.18 and the fact that Σ is lower
regular. 
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For Q ∈ Stop(N − 1), let
S′Q = {R ∈ Up(N) : R ⊆ Q} ⊇ SQ. (5.9)
Observe that this is again a stopping-time region by construction (this is why we
defined Stop(N) using siblings).
Lemma 5.11. For 0 < τ < τ1(3) and Q ∈ Stop(N − 1)
∠(PR, PQ) . α for all R ∈ S′Q. (5.10)
Proof. Let R ∈ S′Q and T ∈ Layer(N) be such that
`(T ) + dist(T,R) ≤ 2dLayer(N)(R). (5.11)
Then T ∈ SQ′ for some Q′ ∈ Stop(N − 1). Hence,
dist(Q,Q′) ≤ dist(R, T )
(5.11)
≤ 2dLayer(N)(R)
≤ 2(`(Q) + dist(R,Q)) = 2`(Q). (5.12)
In particular, 3BQ′ ∩ 3BQ 6= ∅, and since Q,Q′ ∈ Stop(N − 1), we have by
Lemma 5.10 with C1 = 2 if τ < τ1(3) that
`(Q) ∼ `(Q′) and ∠(PQ, PQ′) .C1 . (5.13)
We split into two cases.
(1) Suppose first that `(Q′) ≤ 2ρτ `(R). Then
`(R) ≤ `(Q) (5.13)∼ `(Q′) ≤ 2
ρτ
`(R),
and so `(R) ∼τ `(Q′). Moreover,
dist(Q,Q′)
(5.12)
≤ 2`(Q)
(5.13)
. `(Q′),
hence Lemma 2.18 implies ∠(PR, PQ′) .τ , and so
∠(PR, PQ) ≤ ∠(PR, PQ′) + ∠(PQ′ , PQ)
(5.13)
. τ .
(2) Now suppose `(Q′) > 2ρτ `(R). Note that
`(T )
(5.11)
≤ 2dLayer(N)(R)
(5.8)
≤ 2
ρτ
`(R) < `(Q′).
Let Q′′ ∈ SQ′ be the largest parent of T for which
`(Q′′) ≤ 2
ρτ
`(R).
By the above inequality, this is well defined and `(Q′′) ∼ τ−1`(R). More-
over,
dist(R,Q′′) ≤ dist(R, T )
(5.11)
≤ 2dLayer(N)(R)
(5.8)
. τ−1`(R).
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Thus, Lemma 2.18 implies
∠(PR, PQ′′) .τ . (5.14)
Also note that since Q′′ ∈ SQ′ ,
∠(PQ′′ , PQ′) . α. (5.15)
Thus, combining (5.13), (5.14), and (5.15), we get
∠(PR, PQ) ≤ ∠(PR, PQ′′) + ∠(PQ′′ , PQ′) + ∠(PQ′ , PQ)
.τ + α+  . α. (5.16)

Lemma 5.12. Let 0 < τ < min{τ0, c0/4}. For  > 0 small enough depending
on τ and α, the following holds. Suppose Q ∈ m(S) where S = SQ(S), with
Q(S) ∈ Stop(N − 1) (so S ⊂ Layer(N)) . Then then there is R such that
(1) R ∈ Stop(N),
(2) R ⊆ Q,
(3) `(R) ∼ τ`(Q), and
(4) ∠(R,Q(S)) &τ α.
Proof. If Q ∈ Dk, let R ∈ Stop(N) be the cube with the same center as Q, so
xR = xQ. Then R ∈ Dk+k1 for some k1 ≥ 0. Observe that by Lemma 5.7
5ρk+k1 = `(R) < 2τdLayer(N)(R) ≤ 2τ`(Q) = 10τρk (5.17)
and so
ρk1 < 2τ. (5.18)
We claim that
dLayer(N)(R) ≥
c0
2
`(Q). (5.19)
First note that Q ∈ Layer(N) and
dist(R,Q) + `(Q) = `(Q).
Thus when considering dLayer(N)(R) we may look at the quantity dist(R, T ) +
`(T ) where T ∈ Layer(N), and we assume without loss of generality `(T ) < `(Q)
and dist(T,R) < `(Q). Since Q ∈ m(S), we must have that T ⊆ Qc, hence
T ⊆ c0BcQ. By (5.17) and assuming τ < c0/4, since xR = xQ,
R ⊆ 2τBQ ⊆ c0
2
BQ,
and thus dist(T,R) ≥ c02 `(Q). Infimizing dist(R, T ) + `(T ) over all such T gives
(5.19).
Thus,
1
τρ
`(R)
(5.8)
≥ dLayer(N)(R)
(5.19)
≥ c0
2
`(Q)
and so `(R) & τ`(Q). This and (5.18) imply `(R) ∼ τ`(Q).
Let Q′ be a child of Q such that ∠(Q′, Q(S)) ≥ α (which exists by minimal-
ity of Q in S). Then ∠(PQ′ , PQ) .  by Lemma 2.18. By the same lemma,
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∠(PQ, PR) . . Thus, for some constant C > 0 and  > 0 small enough depend-
ing on α and τ .
∠(PR, PQ(S)) ≥ ∠(PQ′ , PQ(S))− ∠(PQ, PR)− ∠(PQ, PQ′) ≥ α− C & α.

Recall the definition of z(S) (for a collection of cubes S) given by equation
(5.2). Define
FN = {S′Q : Q ∈ Stop(N − 1)}.
Lemma 5.13. If S′1 ∈ FN and S′2 ∈ FM are distinct, then z(S′1) ∩ z(S′2) = ∅.
Proof. First note that for i = 1, 2, S′i are stopping times, and by construction, if
they are distinct, then S′1∩S′2 ⊆ {Q(S′1), Q(S′2)}. However, if x ∈ z(S′1)∩z(S′2),
then every cube Q containing x with `(Q) < min{`(Q(S′1)), `(Q(S′2))} is in S′1 ∩
S′2, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.14. Let 0 < τ < τ0. For N ≥ 0,
dLayer(N)(x) ∼ dUp(N)(x) for all x ∈ Rn (5.20)
and in particular
dUp(N)(Q) ∼ τ`(Q) for all Q ∈ Stop(N). (5.21)
Proof. Since Layer(N) ⊆ Up(N), we have dLayer(N)(x) ≥ dUp(N)(x), so we just
have to verify the opposite inequality.
Let T ∈ Up(N) be such that `(T ) + dist(T,Q) < 2dUp(N)(x). We consider
two cases.
(1) If T ⊃ R ∈ Layer(N), then
`(R) + dist(x,R) ≤ `(T ) + dist(x,R) ≤ 3`(T ) + dist(x, T ) ≤ 6dUp(N)(x),
and so dLayer(N)(x) . dUp(N)(x), and we are done with this case.
(2) For the second case, suppose T ⊃ R ∈ Stop(N). Without loss of gen-
erality, we can assume T 6∈ Layer(N). Then there is Q ∈ Layer(N)
containing R, and by our assumption, T ⊃ Q. Hence, just as in the previ-
ous case,
`(R) + dist(x,R) ≤ 3(`(Q) + dist(x,Q)) ≤ 9(`(T ) + dist(x, T ))
≤ 18dLayer(N)(x).
The last part of the lemma now follows from Lemma 5.7.

6. THE SEQUENCE OF APPROXIMATING SURFACES
For k ≥ 0 an integer, let s(k) be such that 5ρs(k) ≤ rk < 5ρs(k)−1. Set
Up(N)k = Ds(k) ∩Up(N)
and letX Nk = {xj,k}j∈JNk be a maximal rk-separated set of points for the set
CNk = {xQ : Q ∈ Up(N)k}.
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For j ∈ JNk , let Qj,k ∈ Up(N)k be such that xQj,k = xj,k and let Pj,k = PQj,k .
Note that in this way xj,k ∈ Pj,k and
`(Qj,k) ≤ rk < ρ−1`(Qj,k). (6.1)
Lemma 6.1. For each N , {xj,k}j∈JNk satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.5.
Proof. Let j ∈ JNk . If s(k) = s(k − 1), then there is i ∈ Jk−1 so that xj,k =
xQj,k ∈ Bi,k−1 since {xi,k−1}i∈Jk−1 is a maximal net for CNk−1 = CNk . Otherwise,
if s(k) > s(k − 1), then there is i ∈ k − 1 so that x
Q
(1)
j,k
∈ Bi,k−1. Since
`
(
Q
(1)
j,k
)
= 5ρs(k)−1 ≤ 5ρs(k−1) ≤ rk−1,
we have
xj,k ∈ Qj,k ⊆ Q(1)j,k ⊆ B
(
x
Q
(1)
j,k
, `
(
Q
(1)
j,k
))
⊆ B
(
xi,k−1, rk−1 + `
(
Q
(1)
j,k
))
⊆ B(xi,k−1, 2rk−1) = 2Bi,k−1.
Furthermore, k(xj,k) .  by Lemma 2.18, so for  > 0 small enough, the
lemma follows.

Let P0 = PQ0 and let σ
N
k , Σ
N
k , Σ
N , and σN be the functions and surfaces
obtained from Theorem 2.5 with the netsX Nk . In this way, Σ
N
0 = P0 for all N .
Lemma 6.2. If dUp(N)(x) = 0 then x ∈ ΣN ∩ Σ
Proof. Suppose dUp(N)(x) = 0. This guarantees a sequence of cubesQi ∈ Up(N)
such that `(Qi) + dist(x,Qi) → 0. From the definition of X Nk as a net, and
Theorem 2.5, equation (2.7), we have x ∈ ΣN . It remains to see that x ∈ Σ. To
this end, note that dist(x,Σ) ≤ dist(x,Qi) ↓ 0, and so x ∈ Σ.

For x ∈ ΣN , we define kN (x) to be the maximal integer such that x ∈ V 11k−1.
Lemma 6.3. For x ∈ ΣN , let k = kN (x) . Then we have
dist(x,Σ) . rk ∼ dUp(N)(x) (6.2)
and
B(x, rk) ∩ ΣN = B(x, rk) ∩ ΣNk . (6.3)
Proof. We first prove the left-hand-side inequality (6.2). There is nothing to show
if x ∈ Σ, so assume x 6∈ Σ. If x 6∈ B(0, 1), then x ∈ PQ0 by (2.9) and so x ∈ Σ by
(3.3), so we may assume x ∈ B(0, 1). Hence, there is a maximal k ≥ 1 for which
x ∈ V 11k−1. Let x′ ∈ ΣNk−1 be such that x = limK→∞ σNk+K ◦ · · · ◦ σNk−1(x′). Then
by (2.15),
|x′ − x| . rk−1 . rk. (6.4)
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Hence, for  small enough, x′ ∈ V 12k−1. Thus, there is j ∈ Jk−1 so that x′ ∈
12Bj,k−1. By (2.12), dist(x′, Pj,k−1) . rk and pij,k−1(x′) ∈ 13Bj,k−1. By our
choice of Pj,k−1, dist(pij,k−1(x′),Σ) . rk−1. Combining these inequalities, we
get that dist(x,Σ) . rk. It now remains to show the right-hand-side inequality
(6.2), i.e. that rk ∼ dUp(N)(x). First, since x′ ∈ 12Bj,k−1,
dUp(N)(x) ≤ `(Qj,k−1) + dist(x,Qj,k−1)
(6.1)
. rk−1 + |x− x′|+ dist(x′, Qj,k−1)
(6.4)
. rk−1 + rk−1 + |x′ − xj,k−1|
x′∈12Bj,k−1
. rk−1 . rk.
Next, let Q ∈ Up(N) be such that dUp(N)(x) ∼ `(Q) + dist(x,Q). Suppose
dUp(N)(x) ∼ r` for some ` ≥ k. Since |x−xQ| . dUp(N)(x) we know |x−xQ| ≤
Cr` for some universal constant C, and if ` − k & log(C), |x − xQ| < rk.
Then xQ ∈ Bi` for some i ∈ JN` (since X N` is a maximal net), so in particular,
xQ ∈ V 1` . Thus, xQ ∈ V 2k , and hence x ∈ V 11k , contradicting our choice of k.
Thus, |` − k| is bounded by a universal constant, implying dUp(N)(x) & rk, we
have (6.2).
To get (6.3), notice that since x 6∈ V 11k and by the maximality of k, B(x, rk) ⊆
(V 10` )
c for all ` ≥ k, and so σN` is the identity on B(x, rk) for all ` ≥ k. This and
(2.13) imply (6.3). 
Lemma 6.4. For  > 0 small enough (depending on τ ) and x ∈ ΣN\Σ, there is
QNx ∈ Stop(N) for which x ∈ 2BQNx and `(QNx ) ∼ dUp(N)(x). If x ∈ c0BQ for
some Q ∈ Stop(N) (where c0 is as in Theorem 2.9), we may set QNx = Q.
Proof. As in the statement, if x ∈ c0BQ for some Q ∈ Stop(N), we just set
QNx = Q, and it is easy to check `(Q
N
x ) ∼ dUp(N)(x). Otherwise, let x′ ∈ Σ be
such that
|x− x′| = dist(x,Σ)
(6.2)
. dUp(N)(x). (6.5)
Note that if dUp(N)(x) = 0, then x ∈ Σ by Lemma 6.2, which contradicts our
choice of x. Thus, dUp(N)(x) > 0. Since dUp(N) is 1-Lipschitz, (6.5) implies
1
2
dUp(N)(x) < dUp(N)(x
′) < 2dUp(N)(x) (6.6)
if  > 0 is small enough. Thus, by Corollary 5.9 x′ ∈ Q for some Q ∈ Stop(N),
and since
|x− x′|
(6.5)
. dUp(N)(x)
(6.6)
. dUp(N)(x′)
(5.6)∼ dUp(N)(Q) (5.21)∼ τ`(Q),
we have that x ∈ 2BQ if  > 0 small (depending on τ ). 
Lemma 6.5. Let M ′ = M + 11. Then for all k ≥ 0,
ΣNk \B(0, 1 +M ′rk) = P0\B(0, 1 +M ′rk). (6.7)
In particular, for all N ≥ 0,
ΣN\B(0, 1) = P0\B(0, 1) (6.8)
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Proof. Recall by (2.9) that σNk (x) = x for x 6∈ V 10k and k ≥ 0. Let xj,k ∈
Σ\B(0, 1 +Mrk). Then xj,k = xQj,k and
|xQj,k | ≥ 1 +Mrk
(6.1)
≥ 1 +M`(Qj,k)
which implies MBQj,k ∩B(0, 1) = ∅. By (3.3) we have
MBQj,k ∩ Σ = MBQj,k ∩ P0
and thus Pj,k = PMBQj,k = P0. If x ∈ ΣNk−1\B(0, 1 + (M + 10)rk), then for
each j ∈ Jk with x ∈ 10Bj,k, we must have xj,k ∈ Σ\B(0, 1 +Mrk), and so
pij,k = piP0 . (6.9)
Moreover, by (2.12), if x ∈ 10Bj,k for some j ∈ Lk, then
|x− pij,k(x)| . rk, (6.10)
and so for  > 0 small enough,
pij,k(x) ∈ 11Bj,k. (6.11)
Since Σ is -Reifenberg flat, there is a planeP passing through xj,k so that dxj,k,11rk(Σ, P ) <
, thus
dxj,k,11rk(Pj,k, P )
(2.33)
= dxj,k,rk/2(Pj,k, P )
(2.1)
. dxj,k,rk(Pj,k,Σ) + dxj,k,rk(Σ, P )
. + 11dxj,k,11rk(Σ, P ) .  (6.12)
Thus,
dxj,k,11rk(Pj,k,Σ) ≤ dxj,k,11rk(Pj,k, P ) + dxj,k,11rk(P,Σ)
(6.12)
. 
This and (6.11) imply dist(pij,k(x),Σ) . rk, and along with (6.10) gives
dist(x,Σ) . rk. For  > 0 small enough, this implies dist(x,Σ) < rk and
hence x ∈ V 2k . Recall the notation from Theorem 2.5 that Bj,k = B(xj,k, rj,k/10)
for j ∈ Lk, and that since {xj,k}j∈Lk ⊆ Rn\V 9k ,
suppψk ⊆
⋃
j∈Lk
10Bj,k =
⋃
j∈Lk
B(xj,k, rk) ⊆ Rn\V 7k ,
and thus ψk = 0 on V 2k ; in particular, ψk(x) = 0. Hence
σNk (x)
(2.8)
= ψk(x)x+
∑
j∈Jk
θj,k(x)pij,k(x)
(6.9)
= 0 + piP0(x)
∑
j∈Jk
θj,k(x) = piP0(x).
Thus, σNk = piP0 on Σ
N
k−1\B(0, 1 + (M + 10)rk)). Recall that ΣNk = σNk (ΣNk−1).
By (2.14), |σNk (y)− y| . rk, and so for  > 0 small enough,
ΣNk \B(0, 1 + (M + 11)rk) ⊆ σNk (ΣNk−1\B(0, 1 + (M + 10)rk) ⊆ P0.
Let M ′ = M + 11 and, contrary to (6.7), assume that
P0\(ΣNk ∪B(0, 1 +M ′rk) 6= ∅.
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Note that ΣNk \B(0, 1 +M ′rk) 6= ∅ since ΣNk is C-Reifenberg flat by Lemma 2.6.
Thus, it is possible to find x ∈ P0 and r > 0 so that
B(x, 8r) ∩B(0, 1 +M ′rk) = ∅, B(x, r) ∩ ΣNk = ∅,
and so that there is
y ∈ ∂B(x, r) ∩ ΣNk \B(0, 1 +M ′rk).
As ΣNk isC-Reifenberg flat, there is a d-planeP
′ containing y so that dy,4r(ΣNk , P
′) .
. By (2.20), for  > 0 small enough,
H d∞(Σ
N
k ∩B(y, r)) >
ωd
2
rd
and so we may find points X = {x0, ..., xd} ⊆ ΣNk ∩ B(y, r) for which η(X) &d
1, where η is as in Lemma 2.17; by this same lemma, we can conclude that
dy,4r(P
′, P0) = dy,r(P ′, P0) . . Hence,
dy,2r(Σk, P0)
(2.1)
. dy,4r(Σk, P ′) + dy,4r(P0, P ′) . .
Hence, there is z ∈ ΣNk so that |z − x| . r, and z ∈ B(x, r) for  > 0 small
enough. Since ΣNk \B(0, 1 +M ′rk) ⊆ P0 and B(x, r) ⊆ B(0, 1 +M ′rk)
c
, this
means z ∈ P0 ∩B(x, r) ⊆ (ΣNk )c, a contradiction.
Now (6.8) follows since ΣN is the limit of the ΣNk .

Lemma 6.6. If Q ∈ Stop(N) for some N ≥ 0, then Q ⊆ B(0, 1).
Proof. Recall D0 as defined in Theorem 2.9. Let x ∈ Σ\B(0, 1), and Q ⊆ R ∈
Stop(−1) = D0 be such that x ∈ Q. Then
H d∞
(
M
2
BQ ∩ Σ ∩ P0 \B(0, 1)
)
& `(Q)d
and so we may find points X = {x0, ..., xd} ∈ M2 BQ ∩ Σ ∩ P0 \ B(0, 1) so that
η(X) & 1. By our choice of PQ (see (5.1)) and since X ⊆ P0, we have by Lemma
2.17 that ∠(P0, PQ) . . In particular, this also holds if Q = R, and so for  > 0
small enough ∠(PR, PQ) < α. Thus, there are no cubes from Stop(0) containing
x, which implies that every Q with x ∈ Q ⊆ R ∈ D0 is in Up(0) ⊆ Up(N) for
all N ≥ 0. In particular, Q 6∈ Stop(N) for any N ≥ 0. 
Lemma 6.7. For x ∈ Σ,
dist(x,ΣN ) . 
τ
dUp(N)(x). (6.13)
Proof. If dUp(N)(x) = 0, then x ∈ ΣN by Lemma 6.2 and there is nothing to show,
so assume dUp(N)(x) > 0. Then, by Corollary 5.9, x ∈ Q for someQ ∈ Stop(N).
Let k be such that Q ∈ Up(N)k, then xQ ∈ Bjk for some j ∈ Jk. Hence
dist(x, Pjk) . rk
(6.1)∼ `(Q) (5.21)∼ 
τ
dUp(Q)(x).
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By (2.12), there is y ∈ ΣNk so that |pijk(x) − y| . rk, and (2.15) implies
dist(y,ΣN ) . rk. Combining these estimates gives
dist(x,ΣN ) . rk ∼ 
τ
dUp(Q)(x).

Lemma 6.8. For x ∈ ΣN ,
dist(x,ΣN+1) . 
τ
dUp(N)(x). (6.14)
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.7. 
Let C2 > 1.
Lemma 6.9. Let 0 < τ < τ1(4). There is M0 = M0(C2) > 0 and 0 = 0(C2) >
0 so that for M > M0 and 0 <  < 0, the following holds. For N ≥ 0, x ∈ ΣN ,
and r > 0, there are planes PNx,r that satisfy the following.
(1) For all x ∈ ΣN and r > 0,
dx,r(Σ
N , PNx,r) . . (6.15)
(2) Suppose x ∈ Q ∈ Stop(N − 1). For 0 < r < 2C2`(Q),
∠(PNx,r, PQ) .C2 α. (6.16)
(3) Suppose x 6∈ Σ (so that dUp(N)(x) > 0), and let QNx be as in Lemma 6.4.
For k = kN (x) as in Lemma 6.3 and 0 < r ≤ rk,
∠(PNx,r, PQNx ) .C2  (6.17)
and there is a twice-differentiable C-Lipschitz graph ΓNx over P
N
x,rk
so that
B(x, rk) ∩ ΣN = B(x, rk) ∩ ΣNk = B(x, rk) ∩ ΓNx (6.18)
Proof. Let x ∈ ΣN and k = kN (x). For 0 < r ≤ rk, let Γx and PNx,r = PNx,rk be
the graph and plane given by Theorem 2.5 (8), then (6.15) and (6.18) follow from
(2.13) and (6.3). For r > rk, Lemma 2.6 implies the existence of a plane PNx,r
satisfying (6.15) again. Thus, we just need to verify (6.16) and (6.17).
• (6.16) for r ≥ rk: Suppose r ≥ rk. Let x′ ∈ Σ be the closest point
to x in Σ, so x′ ∈ QNx by construction (of Lemma 6.4). Let R ∈ D
be the largest parent such that `(R) < r. We have that for M large that
B(x′, r/2) ⊆MBR, and hence
βE,∞(B(x′, r/2), PR) . . (6.19)
Let z ∈ B(x′, r/2)∩Σ ⊆ B(x, r). Then by Lemma 6.13 there is z′ ∈ ΣN
with
|z − z′| . dUp(N)(z) ≤ 
(|x− x′|+ |x′ − z|+ dUp(N)(x))
(6.2)
. (rk + r + rk) . r.
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In particular, z ∈ B(x, r) ∩ ΣN for  small enough. By the definition of
PNx,r, dist(z
′, PNx,r) . r, and so dist(z, PNx,r) . r as well. Since this
holds for all z ∈ B(x′, r/2) ∩ Σ, this implies
βdΣ,∞(B(x
′, r/2), PNx,r) . . (6.20)
Equations (6.19) and (6.20) and Lemmas 2.16 and 2.11 imply∠(PR, PNx,r) .
, and since ∠(PR, PQ) .C2  (by (5.10) and r < 2C2`(Q)), we have
∠(PNx,r, PQ) .C2 α.
• (6.17) (0 < r ≤ rk): Let 0 < r ≤ rk. Since
`(QNx ) ∼ dUp(N)(x) ∼ rk,
we have that forM > 1 large enough, MBQNx ⊇ B(x, rk). Note that (6.2)
and (6.13) imply that dx,rk(Σ,Σ
N ) .  and so
∠(PNx,r, PQNx ) = ∠(P
N
x,rk
, PQNx )
(2.33)
= dx,rk/4(P
N
x,rk
, PQNx )
(2.1)
. dx,rk(PNx,rk ,Σ
N ) + dx,rk(Σ
N ,Σ) + dx,rk(Σ, PQNx )
(6.15)
. + + dMB
QNx
(Σ, PQNx ) . 
• (6.16) for r < rk: By the two previous cases,
∠(PNx,r, PQ) ≤ ∠(PNx,r, PQNx ) + ∠(PQNx , PNx,rk) + ∠(PNx,rk , PQ) .C2 α.

Recall the definition of FN of extended stopping times before Lemma 5.13.
Recall also that D(·, ·, ·) is a cylinder, as in equation (2.11).
Lemma 6.10. Let M > M1(C2) := max{M0(2C2), 4C2}, τ < τ1(2C2), Q ∈
S ∈ FN and P be a d-plane such that dBQ(P, PQ) < θ. If α, θ, and  are small
enough (depending onC2), then there is aC(α+θ)-Lipschitz mapANP,Q : P → P⊥
that is zero outside of P ∩ B(pi(xQ, 2C2`(Q))) such that if ΓNP,Q is the graph of
ANP,Q along P , then
ΣN ∩D(xQ, P, C2`(Q)) = ΓNP,Q ∩D(piP (xQ), P, C2`(Q)). (6.21)
If Q = Q(S), we will set AS = ANP,Q(S) and ΓS = Γ
N
P,Q(S). If Q = Q
N
x for some
x ∈ ΣN , then ANP,Q is C(+ θ)-Lipschitz.
Proof. First, we claim that
∠(PQNy , PQ) . α for y ∈ 2C2BQ ∩ ΣN . (6.22)
Since QNy ∈ Stop(N), there is S′ ∈ FN such that QNy ∈ S′. Since y ∈ 2BQNy ,
we know y ∈ 2BQ(S′) by (2.27). Since we also have y ∈ 2C2BQ ⊆ 2C2BQ(S),
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this implies 2C2BQ(S) ∩ 2C2BQ(S′) 6= ∅. Hence, by Lemma 5.10 with C1 = 2C2,
∠(PQ, PQNy ) ≤ ∠(PQ, PQ(S)) + ∠(PQ(S), PQ(S′)) + ∠(PQ(S′), PQNy )
(5.10)
. C2 α+ + α . α.
This proves the claim.
Let x, y ∈ ΣN ∩ B(xQ, C2`(Q)), r = |x − y|, and PNx,r be from Lemma 6.9.
Note that
∠(PNx,r, PQ) ≤ ∠(PNx,r, PQNx ) + ∠(PQNx , PQ)
(6.17)
(6.22)
. C2 α. (6.23)
Let x′, y′ be the projections of x and y into PNx,r. Then
|x′ − x|+ |y′ − y| ≤ c′r (6.24)
for some universal constant c′ > 0. Moreover,
∠(P, PNx,r) ≤ ∠(P, PQ) + ∠(PQ, PNx,r)
(6.23)
< θ + cα =: t.
Thus, by a bit of trigonometry, setting t′ =
√
1− (t/2)2, for  small enough
(depending on M,α, and θ),
|piP (x− y)|
(6.24)
≥ |piP (x′ − y′)| − 2c′r ≥ t′|x′ − y′| − 2c′|x− y|
(6.24)
≥ t′|x− y| − (1 + t′)2c′|x− y|
≥ (t′ − (t/2)2)|x− y| ≥ (1− t2/2)|x− y|
Assume xQ ∈ P . For x ∈ piP (ΣN ∩ B(xQ, C2`(Q)), we now set ANP,Q(x) =
y where y ∈ ΣN ∩ B(xQ, C2`(Q)) is such that x = piP (y). For x 6∈ P ∩
B(pi(xQ, 2C2`(Q))), we set ANP,Q = 0. For α and θ small enough, the result-
ing map is C ′(α+ θ)-Lipschitz where it is defined for some universal constant C ′,
and we can extend to the rest of P so that it is still C ′(α+ θ)-Lipschitz and
ΣN ∩D(xQ, 2C1`(Q)) = ΓNP,Q ∩D(xQ, 2C1`(Q)).
If xQ 6∈ P , then
dist(xQ, P ) ≤ rBQdBQ(P, PQ) < θ`(Q)
and so we can apply our previous work to the plane P − xQ + piP (xQ) in place of
P , then translating the resulting graph by xQ − piP (xQ). For θ > 0 small enough
(depending on C2), this gives the result.
If Q = QNx , we run the same proof, only instead of (6.23) we use (6.17) to
bound ∠(PNx,r, PQ) . , and then replace each instance of α in the proof with
. 
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7. THE MAP BETWEEN LAYERS
Remark 7.1. We fix τ > 0 so that the results of the previous two sections hold,
that is, we pick τ < min{τ0, τ1(4), τ2(3C2), c0/4}, where C2 can be freely fixed
to be any constant larger than 4C0. We explicitly fix C2 in Remark 9.1 where it is
relevant.
In this section, we will construct a map FN : ΣN → ΣN+1. First, set
FN (x) = x for x ∈ ΣN ∩ Σ. (7.1)
For x ∈ ΣN\Σ, let k = kN (x), so by Lemma 6.3, rk ∼ dUp(N)(x) and
B(x, rk) ∩ ΣN = B(x, rk) ∩ ΣNk .
In particular, B(x, rk) ∩ ΣN is a smooth surface. Let V Nx be the d-dimensional
tangent plane to ΣN at x, and WNx = (V
N
x )
⊥ + x.
Lemma 7.2. For x ∈ ΣN\Σ, let k = kN (x), W be a (n − d)-plane passing
through x with∠(W,WNx ) ≤ θ. Then for θ small enough,W ∩B(x, 10rk)∩ΣN+1
contains exactly one point z with |x− z| . dUp(N)(x).
Proof. Let V the d-plane perpendicular to W passing through x and Γ = ΓN+1
V,QNx
.
Recalling Lemma 6.9, as x ∈ ΣN\Σ, V Nx is tangent to ΓNx which is a C-Lipschitz
graph over PNx,rk , we have ∠(V
N
x , P
N
x,rk
) . . Thus,
∠(PQNx , V
N
x ) ≤ ∠(PQNx , PNx,r) + ∠(PNx,rk , V Nx )
(6.17)
. .
Moreover, ∠(V, V Nx ) = ∠(W,WNx ) < θ. By Lemma 6.10, for  and θ small
enough, we have
ΣN+1 ∩D
(
xQNx , V, C2`(Q
N
x )
)
= ΓN+1
V,QNx
∩D
(
xQNx , V, C2`(Q
N
x )
)
.
In particular,
ΣN+1 ∩D
(
xQNx , V, C2`(Q
N
x )
)
∩W = {AN+1
V,QNx
(x) + x}.
Let z = AN+1
V,QNx
(x) + x. Since AN+1
V,QNx
is C(α+ θ)-Lipschitz and vanishes outside
V ∩B(piV (xQNx ), 2C2`(QNx )) by Lemma 6.10
|z − x| = |AV,QNx (x)| . (α+ θ)`(QNx ) ∼ (α+ θ)dUp(N)(x) ∼ (α+ θ)rk
For α and δ small, we know that |z−x| < `(QNx ), and since x ∈ 2BQNx by Lemma
6.4, we have z ∈ 3BQNx . Then
|z − x| ≤ dist(z, V Nx ) ≤ 3`(QNx )d3BQNx (Σ
N+1, V Nx )
. `(QNx )
(
d6B
QNx
(ΣN+1,Σ) + d6B
QNx
(Σ, V Nx )
)
. `(QNx )
(
d6B
QNx
(ΣN+1,Σ) + d12BNQx
(Σ, PQNx ) + d12BNQx
(PQNx , V
N
x )
)
)
= `(QNx )(I1 + I2 + I3).
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Frist off, using (6.2) and (6.13) and the fact that x ∈ 2BNQx and QNx ∈ Up(N) ⊆
Up(N + 1), we have
I1 ≤
supy∈6B
QNx
∩ΣN+1 dist(y,Σ) + supy∈6BNQx∩Σ dist(y,Σ
N+1)
6`(BNQx)
.
supy∈6BNQx∩(ΣN+1∪Σ) dUp(N+1)(y)
6`(BQNx )
≤ dUp(N+1)(x) + 6`(BQNx )
6`(BQNx )
≤ 2`(Q
N
x ) + 6`(BQNx )
6`(BQNx )
. 
Next, by our choice of PQNx ,
I2 = d12BNQx
(Σ, PQNx ) . dMBNQx (Σ, PQNx ) . .
Finally, note that by (6.2), there is y ∈ Σ with |x − y| . dUp(N)(x) ∼ `(QNx ).
For  > 0 small, enough, y ∈ Σ ∩MBQNx , and so by our choice of plane PQNx ,
dist(x, PQNx ) ≤ |x− y|+ dist(y, PQNx ) . `(QNx ) + M`(QNx ) . `(QNx ).
Hence, since 12BNQx ⊆ B(x, 14`(QNx )),
I3 ≤ d12B
QNx
(PQNx , PQNx − piPQNx (x)) + d12BNQx (PQNx − piPQNx (x) + x, V
N
x ))
. + dx,14`(QNx )(PQNx − piPQNx (x) + x, V
N
x )) = + ∠(PQNx , V
N
x ) . .
Combining our estimate for I1, I2, and I3 gives |x− z| . `(QNx ) ∼ dUp(N)(x),
which finishes the lemma.

Now we set
AN+1x := A
N+1
Vx,QNx
and ΓNx = Γ
N+1
Vx,Qx
.
By the previous lemma, applied toW = V ⊥x (and so θ = 0), and using the fact that
QNx ∈ Stop(N), we know Ax is (1 + Cα)-Lipschitz by Lemma 6.10. We also set
FN (x) = Ax(x) + x ∈ ΣN+1 for x ∈ ΣN\Σ. (7.2)
By (6.8),
FN (x) = x for x ∈ ΣN\B(0, 1) = P0\B(0, 1) (7.3)
and by Lemma 7.2,
|FN (x)− x| . dUp(N)(x). (7.4)
Lemma 7.3. FN : ΣN → ΣN+1 is (1 + Cα)-bi-Lipschitz. Moreover, (and recall-
ing that  α) there is C > 0 so that
(1−C)|x−y| ≤ |FN (x)−FN (y)| ≤ (1+Cα)|x−y| for all x, y ∈ ΣN , (7.5)
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Proof. Let x, y ∈ ΣN and let k = kN (x). If y 6∈ B(x, rk/2), then since dUp is
1-Lipschitz,∣∣|FN (x)− FN (y)| − |x− y|∣∣ ≤ |FN (x)− x|+ |FN (y)− y|
(7.4)
. (dUp(N)(x) + dUp(N)(y)) ≤ (2dUp(N)(x) + |x− y|)
(6.2)
. (rk + |x− y|) . |x− y| (7.6)
Thus, it suffices to consider the case that y ∈ B(x, rk/2). Let x′ = FN (x) and
y′ = FN (y). See Figure 1.
x
x′
V Nx
WNx
y′
y′′
y
z
z′
WNy W
ΣN
ΣN+1
FIGURE 1. The diagram for the proof of Lemma 7.3
Let W = WNx − x + y. By Lemma 7.2, there is a (unique) y′′ ∈ W ∩ ΣN+1
with
|y − y′′| . dUp(N)(y) ≤ (|x− y|+ dUp(N)(x)) . rk.
Let z = piV Nx (y
′) ∈ V Nx and
z′ = piV Nx (y) = piV Nx (y
′′) ∈W ∩ V Nx .
Since y ∈ B(x, rk) and by Lemma 6.10, B(x, rk) ∩ ΣN is contained in the graph
of some C-Lipschitz function A along V Nx , we have
|y − z′| = |A(z′)| ≤ |A(x)|+ |x− z′| = 0 + |x− z′|
≤ |x− y|+ |y − z′|
and hence for  small
|y − z′| . |x− y|. (7.7)
Let y′′′ = piW (y′) ∈W ∩B(y, Crk). Then
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|z − z′| = |piV Nx (y′′ − y′)| = |piV Nx (y′′′ − y′)| ≤ |y′′′ − y′|
≤ dy,Crk(W,WNy )Crk = ∠(W,WNy )Crk = ∠(V Nx , V Ny )Crk
(2.19)
. 
rk
|x− y|Crk = C2|x− y|. (7.8)
Hence,
||x− z| − |x− y|| ≤ |y − z| ≤ |y − z′|+ |z′ − z|
(7.7)
(7.8)
. |x− y|. (7.9)
Thus, recalling that AN+1x is (1 + Cα)-Lipschitz,
|x′ − y′| =
√
|x− z|2 + |Ax(x)−Ax(z)|2 ≤ |x− z|+ |Ax(x)−Ax(z)|
≤ (1 + Cα)|x− z|
(7.9)
≤ (1 + Cα)(1 + C)|x− y|
≤ (1 + Cα)|x− y|
for some perhaps larger value of C in the last inequality and   α. Moreover,
since piV Nx (x
′) = x and piV Nx (y
′) = z and projections are 1-Lipschitz
|x′ − y′| ≥ |x− z|
(7.9)
≥ (1− C)|x− y|.
Since FN (x) = x′ and FN (y) = y′, these two inequalities finish the proof of
(7.5). 
8. THE TELESCOPING SUM
The proof Theorem 3.6 will be completed in Section 8 and 9. The main objective
of this section is to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 8.1. ∑
N≥0
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
`(Q)d .d,,α H d(Σ ∩B(0, 1)). (8.1)
This will follow from the lemmas below. For Q ∈ Stop(N), set
aQ =H
d(ΣN+1 ∩D(xQ, PQ, C2`(Q)))− |B(xQ, C2`(Q)) ∩ PQ|
=H d(ΓN+1Q ∩D(xQ, PQ, C2`(Q))− |B(xQ, C2`(Q)) ∩ PQ|
Lemma 8.2. For 0 <  α4,∑
N≥0
∑
{`(Q)d : Q ∈ Stop(N), √`(Q)d > aQ} .d H d(Σ ∩B(0, 1)). (8.2)
Proof. Let Q ∈ Stop(N), and assume aQ <
√
`(Q)d.
Let R ∈ m(SQ). By Lemma 5.12, there is R′ ∈ Stop(N + 1) with R′ ⊆ R,
`(R) ∼ `(R′), and ∠(PR′ , PQ) & α. By Lemma 6.7, there is x ∈ ΣN+1 so that
|xR′ − x| . `(R′), so in particular, x ∈ c0BR′ for  small enough. By Lemma
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6.4, QN+1x = R
′. Let k = kN+1(x). By Lemma 6.9, B(x, rk) ∩ ΣN+1 =
B(x, rk) ∩ ΓN+1x for some Lipschitz function along PN+1x,rk where
∠(PN+1x,rk , PQNx ) = ∠(P
N+1
x,rk
, PR′) . .
Thus, for  α,
∠(PN+1x,rk , PQ) ≥ ∠(PR′ , PQ)− ∠(PR′ , PN+1x,rk ) & α−  & α.
Since ΓN+1x isC-Lipschitz andC
2, the tangent plane at any y ∈ B(x, rk)∩ΣN+1
to ΣN+1 has angle  from PN+1x,r , and thus & α from PR′ for  small. Thus,
|DAN+1Q,PQ(piQ(y))| & α for all y ∈ B(x, rk) ∩ ΣN+1, so in particular, for all
y ∈ c02 BR′ ∩ΣN+1. For α small enough, we have that {piQ( c02 BR′ ∩ΣN+1) : R ∈
m(SQ)} are disjoint sets contained in 2BQ ∩ PQ. If we set
fQ = x+A
N+1
Q,PQ
(x),
then ∑
R∈m(SQ)
`(R)d ∼
∑
R∈m(S)
∣∣∣piQ (c0
2
BR ∩ ΣN+1
)∣∣∣
. α−2
∫
2BQ∩PQ
|DAN+1Q,PQ |2
. α−2
∫
2BQ∩PQ
(
√
1 + |DAN+1Q,PQ |2 − 1)
= α−2
∫
2BQ∩PS
(JfQ − 1)
= α−2
(
H d(ΓN+1Q,PQ ∩D(xQ, PQ, C2`(Q)))
− |B(xQ, C2`(Q)) ∩ PQ|
)
≤ α−2aQ .
√

α2
`(Q)d
Thus, since SQ ⊆ S′Q, for   α4, (and recalling that z(S) which was defined in
(5.2))
H d(z(S′Q)) ≥H d(z(SQ)) ≥H d∞(Q)−H d∞
 ⋃
R∈m(SQ)
R

& `(Q)d − C
√

α2
`(Q)d & `(Q)d.
Since the {z(S) : S ∈ FN , N ≥ 0} are mutually disjoint by Lemma 5.13 and
z(S(Q)) ⊆ Q ⊆ B(0, 1) for each Q ∈ Stop(N) by Lemma 6.6,∑
N≥0
∑
Q∈Stop(N)√
`(Q)d>aQ
`(Q)d .
∑
N≥0
∑
Q∈Stop(N)√
`(Q)d>aQ
H d(z′(SQ)) ≤H d(Σ ∩B(0, 1))
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
Remark 8.3. We now fix α > 0 so that the previous lemma holds.
While aQ was the difference in area from a flat disk, we will need another quan-
tity, tQ, which is the local difference in area between ΣN+1 and ΣN . Specifically,
tQ =
(
H d(FN (C1BQ ∩ ΣN ))−H d(C1BQ ∩ ΣN )
)
=
∫
C1BQ∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)dH d(x).
Lemma 8.4. For Q ∈ Stop(N),
aQ . tQ + `(Q)d. (8.3)
Proof. For x ∈ ΣN ∩B(xQ, C1`(Q)), let
f(x) = piPQ ◦ FN (x).
Our goal is to show that
|Df(x)− I| .  (8.4)
since then |Jf−1(x)− 1| .  and so
aQ =H
d
(
ΣN+1 ∩D(xQ, PQ, C2`(Q))
)− |B(xQ, C2`(Q)) ∩ PQ|
=H d
(
ΣN+1 ∩D(xQ, PQ, C2`(Q))
)
− |F−1N
(
ΣN+1 ∩D(xQ, PQ, C2`(Q))
) |
+ |F−1N
(
ΣN+1 ∩D(xQ, PS , C2`(Q))
) |
− |B(xQ, C2`(Q)) ∩ PQ|
≤ tQ +
∫
B(xQ,C2`(Q))∩ΣN
(Jf−1(x)− 1)dH d(x)
. tQ + H d(B(xQ, C2`(Q)) ∩ ΣN )
(6.21)
≤ tQ + H d(ΓNPQ,Q ∩D(xQ, PQ, C2`(Q)))
. tQ + `(Q)d.
Thus, it remains to show (8.4). We will again use Figure 1. Let y ∈ B(x, rk),
x′ = FN (x), y′ = FN (y), and z = piV Nx (y
′) ∈ V Nx . Since x− z = piV Nx (x′ − y′),
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∠(V Nx , PQ) . , and Ax is Cα-Lipschitz, we have
|(f(x)− f(y))− (x− y)| = |piPQ(x′ − y′)− (x− y)|
≤ |piPQ(x′ − y′)− (x− z)|+ |z − y|
≤ |piPQ(x′ − y′)− piPQ(piV Nx (x′ − y′))|
+ |piPQ(x− z)− (x− z)|+ |z − y|
= |piPQ(piWNx (x′ − y′))|+ |piP⊥Q (x− z)|+ |z − y|
(2.35)
. |piWNx (x′ − y′)|+ |x− z|+ |z − y|
≤ |x′ − y′|+ |x− z|+ |z − y|
(7.9)
. |FN (x)− FN (y)|+ |x− y|
(7.6)
. |x− y|
which implies (8.4). 
Lemma 8.5.
∑
N≥0
∑
{`(Q)d : Q ∈ Stop(N), aQ ≥
√
`(Q)d} .H d(B(0, 1) ∩ Σ).
Proof. Note that by (8.3) that aQ ≥
√
`(Q)d implies
√
`(Q)d . tQ =
(
H d(FN (C1BQ ∩ ΣN ))−H d(C1BQ ∩ ΣN )
)
=
∫
C1BQ∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)dH d(x).
By Lemma 5.10, The balls C1BQ have bounded overlap with constant depending
on n and are contained in C1BQ0 by (2.27). Also, by (6.13) and (5.21), {C1BQ :
Q ∈ Stop(N)} form a cover of ΣN . Finally, recalling (7.3), FN (x) = x and hence
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JFN (x) = 1 for x 6∈ B(0, 1). These facts imply
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
aQ≥
√
`(Q)d
√
`(Q)d .
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
∫
C1BQ∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)dH d(x)
≤
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
∫
C1BQ∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)+dH d(x)
.
∫
⋃
Q∈Stop(N) C1BQ∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)+dH d(x)
=
∫
B(0,1)∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)+dH d(x)
≤
∫
B(0,1)∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)dH d(x)
+
∫
⋃
Q∈Stop(N) C1BQ∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)−dH d(x)
≤
∫
B(0,1)∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)dH d(x)
+
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
∫
C1BQ∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)−dH d(x)
Note that by (7.5) that JFN ≥ 1 − C, so in particular, (JFN − 1)− . . Hence,
we have
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
aQ≥
√
`(Q)d
√
`(Q)d .
∫
B(0,1)∩ΣN+1
(JFN (x)− 1)dH d(x)
+
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
∫
C1BQ∩ΣN
(JFN (x)− 1)−dH d(x)
.H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣN+1)−H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣN )
+
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
`(Q)d
≤H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣN+1)−H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣN )
+
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
aQ≥
√
`(Q)d
`(Q)d +
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
aQ<
√
`(Q)d
`(Q)d.
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Thus, for  > 0 small enough, and summing over N , this implies∑
N≥0
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
aQ≥
√
`(Q)d
√
`(Q)d .
∑
N≥0
H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣN+1)−H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣN )
+
∑
N≥0
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
aQ<
√
`(Q)d
`(Q)d
The second sum is controlled by (8.2), so we just need to control the first. To this
end, observe that for L ∈ N,
L−1∑
N=0
(
H d(FN (B(0, 1) ∩ ΣN ))−H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣN )
)
.d H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣL)−H d(B(0, 1)
It now suffices to show
lim sup
L→∞
H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣL) .H d(B(0, 1) ∩ Σ). (8.5)
Let x ∈ ΣL\Σ ∩ B(0, 1). By Lemma 6.9, B(x, rkN (x)) ∩ ΣL is contained in a
C-Lipschitz graph, and thus H d(B(x, rkN (x)) ∩ ΣL) . rdkN (x). By the Vitali
covering theorem, there is a collection of disjoint balls Bj := B(xj , rkN (xj)/5) so
that 5Bj cover ΣN\Σ. Moreover, as dist(xj ,Σ) . rkN (xj), for  small enough
there is x′j ∈ Σ so that B(x′j , rkN (xj)/10) ⊆ Bj . Since rkN (x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ ΣN ,
and xj ∈ B(0, 1),
Bj ⊆ B
(
0, 1 +
1
5
)
⊆ B(0, 2)
and so
H d(B(0, 1)∩ΣL\Σ) ≤
∑
H d(5Bj ∩ ΣL) .
∑
rdk(xj)
.
∑
j
H d(B(x′j , rk(xj)/10) ∩ Σ)
≤H d
(⋃
Bj ∩ Σ
)
≤H d(B(0, 2) ∩ Σ) (8.6)
Also,
H d(Σ ∩ (B(0, 2)\B(0, 1))) =H d(P0 ∩ (B(0, 2)\B(0, 1)))
. 1
(2.20)
. H d(B(0, 1) ∩ Σ) (8.7)
Thus,
H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣL) ≤H d(B(0, 1) ∩ Σ) +H d(B(0, 1) ∩ ΣL\Σ)
(8.6)
. H d(B(0, 2) ∩ Σ)
(8.7)
. H d(B(0, 1) ∩ Σ).

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Proof of Proposition 8.1. The proposition now follows from Lemmas 8.2 and 8.5.

9. REDUCING β’S TO Ω’S AND THE COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF
THEOREM 3.6
Let 1 ≤ p < p(d), where p(d) is as in (1.4). Recall the definition of βd,pΣ
in Definition 1.6 (as well as the content of subsection 2.1). We will suppress the
superscript d from our notation in this section. The estimates here are modelled on
those in [DS91, Chapter 15].
Let C0 as in Theorem 3.6.
Let S ∈ FN . For Q ∈ S, let x′Q ∈ ΣN be closest to xQ and B′Q =
B(x′Q, `(Q)). Then∑
Q∈S
βd,pΣ (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d
(2.47)
.
∑
Q∈S
βd,p
ΣN
(2C0B
′
Q)
2`(Q)d
+
∑
Q∈S
(
1
`(Q)d
∫
2C0BQ∩Σ
(
dist(y,ΣN )
`(Q)
)p
dH d∞(y)
) 2
p
`(Q)d
= I1 + I2.
We begin by bounding I2. Note that if y ∈ R for some R ∈ Stop(N), then
dist(y,ΣN )
(6.13)
. dUp(N)(y) ≤ dUp(N)(xR) + 2`(R) . `(R) (9.1)
Moreover, if y 6∈ R for any R ∈ Stop(N), then dUp(N)(y) = 0 by Corollary
5.9, and (6.13), we know dist(y,ΣN ) = 0. Combined with the fact that the cubes
in Stop(N) are disjoint, and by Jensen’s inequality (i.e. Lemma 2.4), we know
βd,pE . β
d,2
E for p < 2, and so we can assume without loss of generality that p ≥ 2.
Then
I2 . 
∑
Q∈S
`(Q)d
 ∑
R∈Stop(N)
R∩2C0BQ 6=∅
`(R)d+p
`(Q)d+p

2
p
≤ 
∑
Q∈S
∑
R∈Stop(N)
R∩2C0BQ 6=∅
`(R)
d 2
p
+2
`(Q)
d( 2
p
−1)+2
(9.2)
Next, for a fixed R ∈ Stop(N), if R ∩ 2C0BQ 6= ∅ for some Q ∈ S, then
dist(xQ, R) ≤ 2C0`(Q) and
`(R) ∼ dUp(N)(R) ≤ `(Q) + dist(R,Q) ≤ `(Q) + 2C0`(Q) ≤ 3C0`(Q) (9.3)
hence, for each k,
#{Q ∈ Dk ∩ S : 2C0BQ ∩R 6= ∅} .C0,n 1 (9.4)
and this is non-zero only if `(Q) &C0 `(R). Thus, by summing a geometric series,
and using the fact that p < 2dd−2 implies d(2/p− 1) + 2 > 0 (and that this holds for
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all p ≥ 1 if d = 1, 2),
I2 . 
∑
R∈Stop(N)
R∩2C0BQ(S) 6=∅
∑
Q∈S
R∩2C0BQ 6=∅
`(R)
d 2
p
+2
`(Q)
d( 2
p
−1)+2 . 
∑
R∈Stop(N)
R∩2C0BQ(S) 6=∅
`(R)d. (9.5)
Now, suppose R ∈ Stop(N) is such that R ∩ 2C0BQ(S) 6= ∅. Let x′R ∈ ΣN be
closest to xR, hence
|x′R − xR|
(6.13)
. dUp(N)(xR) ∼ `(R)
(9.3)
. C0`(Q(S))
and so for  small enough (in relation to C0) and if C2 > 2,
B(x′R, `(R)) ⊆ D(xQ(S), PS , C2`(Q(S)))
this, Lemma 6.10, and the fact that the balls {C1BR : R ∈ Stop(N)} have
bounded overlap by Lemma 5.10 imply∑
R∈Stop(N)
R∩2C0BQ(S) 6=∅
`(R)d .
∑
R∈Stop(N)
R∩2C0BQ(S) 6=∅
H d(B(x′R, `(R)) ∩ ΓS)
. H d(ΓS ∩D(xQ, PS , C2`(Q(S)))) . `(Q(S))d.
This combined with (9.2) and (9.5) show that
I2 . `(Q(S))d. (9.6)
We now turn to bounding I1. Choose a family of dyadic cubes for PS and let
IQ 3 piPS (xQ) be a minimal dyadic cubes for which `(IQ) ≥ 8C0`(Q). Note that
|piPS (xQ)− piPS (x′Q)| ≤ |xQ − x′Q|
(6.13)
. dUp(N)(xQ) ≤ `(Q)
and so for  small enough,
piPS (2C0B
′
Q) ⊆ 3IQ.
If 4C0 < C2 and  > 0 is small, then 2C0B′Q ⊆ C2BQ(S), and so∑
Q∈S
βd,p
ΣN
(2C0B
′
Q)
2`(Q)d .d
∑
Q∈S
βd,p
ΣN
(2C0B
′
Q)
2`(Q)d
(2.54)
.d
∑
Q∈S
Ω2AS (3IQ)
2`(IQ)
d
=
∑
I⊆PS
Ω2AS (3I)
2`(I)d#{Q ∈ S : IQ = I}.
Remark 9.1. We now fix C2 = 1 + 4C0.
In the second inequality, we used the fact that AS is (1 + Cα)-Lipschitz. We
will now show #{Q ∈ S : IQ = I} is bounded for each dyadic cube I . Suppose
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Q,R ∈ S are such that IQ = IR = I . This implies `(Q) ∼n `(R). Then by
Lemma 6.10, since piS is (1 + Cα)-bi-Lipschitz on D(xQ(S), PS , C2`(Q)),
|xQ − xR| ≤ |x′Q − x′R|+ dist(xQ,ΣN ) + dist(xR,ΣN )
. |piS(x′Q)− piS(x′R)|+ dist(xQ,ΣN ) + dist(xR,ΣN )
≤ |piS(xQ)− piS(xR)|+ 2 dist(xQ,ΣN ) + 2 dist(xR,ΣN )
(6.13)
. `(IQ) + dUp(N)(xQ) + dUp(N)(xR)
. `(IQ) + `(Q) + `(R) . `(I).
Moreover, since c0BQ ∩ c0BR = ∅ by Theorem 2.9, |xQ − xR| & `(Q) ∼ `(I).
Thus, |xQ − xR| ∼ `(I) for any two Q,R ∈ S for which IQ = IR = I , and this
implies #{Q ∈ S : IQ = I} .n 1. Thus, by Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 6.10
∑
Q∈S
βd,p
ΣN
(2C0B
′
Q)
2`(Q)d .
∑
I⊆PS
Ω2AS (3I)
2`(I)d
(2.53)
. ||∇AS ||2L2(PS)
. α2`(Q(S))d.
Thus, if R ∈ D0 and R ∩B(0, 1) 6= ∅,∑
Q⊆R
βd,pΣ (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d .
∑
N≥0
∑
S∈FN
Q(S)⊆R
∑
Q∈S
βd,pΣ (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d
.
∑
N≥0
∑
S∈FN
Q(S)⊆R
(+ α2)`(Q(S))d
= (+ α2)
`(R)d + ∑
N≥0
∑
Q∈Stop(N)
`(Q)d

(8.1)
. 1 +H d(Σ ∩B(0, 1)) .H d(Σ ∩B(0, 1)).
IfR ∈ D0 andR∩B(0, 1) = ∅, then it is not hard to show that, since Σ\B(0, 1)
is a plane,∑
Q⊆R
βd,pΣ (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d ≤
∑
{`(Q)d : Q ⊆ R, C0BQ ∩B(0, 1) 6= ∅}
.C0 1 .H d(Σ ∩B(0, 1)).
Here we used the fact that, since Σ\B(0, 1) is a plane, βd,pE (C0BQ) 6= 0 only
when C0BQ ∩ B(0, 1) 6= ∅. For the same reason, there are at most boundedly
many R ∈ D0 for which R ∩ B(0, 1) = ∅ and
∑
Q⊆R β
d,p
E (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d 6= 0
(with constant depending on C0) . Combining this with the sum in Q0 above, we
get that
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∑
k≥0
∑
x∈Xk
βd,pΣ (B(x,C0ρ
−k))2ρ−kd .d
∑
R∈D0
∑
Q⊆R
βd,pΣ (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d
.C0 H d(Σ ∩B(0, 1)).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6.
10. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2
We first collect some notation and lemmas, which will be quite similar to that
found in previous sections.
Let E satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.2. Let D be the cubes from Theorem
2.9 for E ∩ B(0, 1) with ρk-nets such that X0 = {0}. In this way, D0 = {Q0}
where Q0 = B(0, 1) ∩ E and all cubes in D are contained in and partition E ∩
B(0, 1). Let
G = {Q ∈ D : ϑE(ABQ) < }.
For a cube Q ∈ G , we will construct an approximating surface for E relative to
Q called ΣQ.
Define a stopping-time region S(Q) by inductively adding cubes R to S(Q) if
either R = Q or
(1) R(1) ∈ S(Q)
(2) ϑE(ABR′) <  for each sibling R′ of R, including R itself.
For x ∈ Rn, define
dQ(x) = dS(Q)(x) and dQ(R) = inf
x∈R
dQ(x).
Let C1 > 10. We will adjust its value as we go along but we will assume that
10 < C1  A.
Again, for k ≥ 0 an integer, let s(k) be such that 5ρs(k) ≤ rk < 5ρs(k)−1. We
can assume that ρ is 5 times a power of 10 and so there is kQ so that 5ρs(kQ) = rkQ .
Set
S(Q)k = Ds(k) ∩ S(Q)
and letX Qk = {xj,k}j∈JQk be a maximal rk-separated set of points for the set
CQk = {xQ : Q ∈ S(Q)k}.
For j ∈ JQk , let Qj,k ∈ S(Q)k be such that xQj,k = xj,k. In this way, X QkQ =
{xQ}. For each R ∈ G , there is P ′R so that
ϑE(ABR, P
′
R) < .
Let PR be the translate of P ′R so that xR ∈ PR, then it is not hard to show that, for
 > 0 small enough,
ϑE(ABR, PR) . . (10.1)
Let Pj,k = PABQj,k .
The following has the same proof as Lemma 6.1.
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Lemma 10.1. For each N and A > 105, {xj,k}j∈JQk satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 2.5.
Let PQ be defined as before and let σ
Q
k , Σ
Q
k , Σ
Q, and σQ be the functions and
surfaces obtained from Theorem 2.5 with the netsX Qk .
The following has a similar proof as Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 10.2. If dQ(x) = 0 then x ∈ ΣQ ∩ Σ
For x ∈ ΣQ, we define kQ(x) to be the maximal integer k such that x ∈ V 11k−1.
Lemma 10.3. For x ∈ ΣQ ∩ C1BQ, let k = kQ(x) . Then we have
dist(x,E) . rk ∼ dQ(x) (10.2)
and there is a twice-differentiable C-Lipschitz graph ΓQx over PNx,rk so that
B(x, rk) ∩ ΣQ = B(x, rk) ∩ ΣQk = B(x, rk) ∩ ΓQx (10.3)
Proof. We first prove the left-hand-side inequality (10.2). There is nothing to show
if x ∈ E, so assume x 6∈ E.
Suppose first that x 6∈ 10BQ. Let k = kQ(x). Note that ΣQ is C-flat for
some constant C, thus there is a d-plane P for which dC1BQ(Σ
Q, P ) < C. As
ϑE(C1BQ) < , we then have dC1BQ(P, PQ) . , and since C1 > 10, we have
that x ∈ C1BQ and thus
dist(x,E) .C1 `(Q).
In this case, rk ∼C1 `(Q), and we are done.
Now suppose x ∈ 10BQ. Again, set k = kQ(x). Let x′ ∈ ΣQk−1 be such that
x = limK→∞ σ
Q
k+K ◦ · · · ◦ σQk−1(x′). Then by (2.15),
|x′ − x| . rk−1 . rk.
Hence, for  small enough, x′ ∈ V 12k−1. Thus, there is j ∈ JQk−1 so that x′ ∈
12Bj,k−1. By (2.12), dist(x′, Pj,k−1) . rk and pij,k−1(x′) ∈ 13Bj,k−1. By our
choice of Pj,k−1, dist(pij,k−1(x′), E) . rk−1. Combining these inequalities, we
get that dist(x,E) . rk. It now remains to show the right-hand-side inequality
(10.2), i.e. that rk ∼ dQ(x). First,
dQ(x) ≤ `(Qj,k−1) + dist(x,Qj,k−1) . rk−1 + |x− x′|+ dist(x′, Qj,k−1)
≤ rk−1 + rk−1 + |x′ − xj,k−1| . rk−1 . rk.
Next, letQ ∈ S(Q) be such that dQ(x) ∼ `(Q)+dist(x,Q). Suppose dQ(x) ∼ r`
for some ` ≥ k. Since |x−xQ| . dQ we know |x−xQ| ≤ Cr` for some universal
constant C, and if ` − k & log(C), |x − xQ| < rk. Then xQ ∈ Bi` for some
i ∈ JQ` (sinceX Q` is a maximal net), so in particular, xQ ∈ V 1` . Thus, xQ ∈ V 2k ,
and hence x ∈ V 11k , contradicting our choice of k. Thus, |` − k| is bounded by a
universal constant, implying dQ(x) & rk, we have (10.2).
To get (10.3), notice that since x 6∈ V 11k and by the maximality of k, B(x, rk) ⊆
(V 10` )
c for all ` ≥ k, and so σQ` is the identity on B(x, rk) for all ` ≥ k. This and
(2.13) imply (10.3). 
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Lemma 10.4. For Q ∈ G ,
H d(C1BQ ∩ ΣQ) .
∑
R∈m(S(Q))
`(R)d +H d({x ∈ Q : dQ(x) = 0}). (10.4)
Proof. Let δ > 0 (to be decided later) and
E1 = {x ∈ ΣQ ∩ C1BQ : dQ(x) > 0 and dist(x,Q) < δrkQ(x)} (10.5)
By Besicovitch’s covering theorem and Lemma 10.3, we may find balls {Bj =
B(xj , rkQ(xj))}j∈J of bounded overlap with centers in E1 so that
E1 ⊆
⋃
j∈J
Bj .
Let kj = kQ(xj) and x′j ∈ E be closest to xj . Again, it’s not hard to show using
(10.2) that
dQ(xj) ∼ dQ(x′j) (10.6)
For j ∈ J , let zj ∈ Q be a closest point to xj so that
dist(xj , Q) = |xj − zj |
(10.5)
< δrkj . (10.7)
Then for any cube R ∈ S(Q) containing zj , since xj ∈ E1,
`(R) + δrkj
(10.5)
> `(R) + dist(xj , Q) ≥ `(R) + dist(xj , R) ≥ dQ(xj) (10.2)∼ rkj
and so for δ small,
`(R) & rkj ,
thus there is Qj ∈ m(S(Q)) containing zj with `(Qj) & rkj . Moreover,
rkj
(10.2)∼ dQ(xj) ≤ |xj − zj |+ dQ(zj)
(10.7)
< δrkj + `(Qj)
which implies for δ > 0 small enough that
rkj ∼ `(Qj). (10.8)
For R ∈ m(S(Q)), consider
CR = {j ∈ J : Qj = R}.
We claim that
#CR . 1. (10.9)
We have already seen that `(Qj) ∼ rkj , and thus rkj ∼ `(R) for all j ∈ CR.
Moreover,
dist(xj , R) = dist(xj , Qj) ≤ |xj − zj |
(10.7)
< δrkj ∼ δ`(R).
Since the balls {Bj}j∈CR have bounded overlap, these facts imply (10.9), which
proves the claim.
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These facts and (10.3) imply that
H d(E1) ≤
∑
j∈J
H d(E1 ∩Bj) (10.3)=
∑
j∈J
H d(ΣQ ∩Bj)
(10.3)
.
∑
j∈J
rdkj
≤
∑
j∈J
`(Qj)
d =
∑
R∈m(S(Q))
∑
j∈CR
`(R)d
(10.9)
.
∑
R∈m(S(Q))
`(R)d. (10.10)
Now set
E2 = {x ∈ ΣQ ∩ C1`(Q) : dQ(x) > 0 and dist(x,Q) ≥ δrkQ(x)}. (10.11)
Again by Besicovitch’s theorem, we may find a collection of balls {Bj =
B(xj , rkQ(xj))}j∈I with centers in E2 of bounded overlap. Then there is Qj ∈
S(Q) so that `(Qj) + dist(xj , Qj) < 2dQ(xj). Let Rj be the maximal ancestor of
Qj so that `(Rj) + dist(xj , Rj) < 2dQ(xj), then
`(Rj) ∼ dQ(xj) ∼ rkj and dist(xj , Rj) < 2dQ(xj). (10.12)
Let
B′j =
c0
2
ρBRj .
We claim that the balls {B′j}j∈I have bounded overlap on ΣQ. Let x ∈ ΣQ and
I(x) = {j ∈ I : x ∈ B′j}.
Let x′ ∈ E be closest to x, so for any j ∈ I(x),
|x− x′| = dist(x,E)
(10.2)
. dQ(x) ≤ (dist(x,Rj) + `(Rj))
< (rB′j + `(Rj)) . `(Rj). (10.13)
Also, if x′j ∈ E is closest to xj , then
|xj − x′j | = dist(xj , E)
(10.2)
. rkj
(10.12)∼ `(Rj) (10.14)
and so for  > 0 small enough depending on δ.
dist(x′j , Q) ≥ dist(xj , Q)− |xj − x′j |
(10.11)
(10.14)≥ δrkj − Crkj & δrkj . (10.15)
Suppose i, j ∈ I(x). Note that since x ∈ B′j ∩ ΣQ,
dist(x,E)
(10.2)
. dQ(x) . `(Rj)
For  > 0 small enough, the closest point to x in E must be in Rj , that is, x′ ∈ Rj .
Then as
B′j ∩ E ⊆ c0BQ ∩ E ⊆ Q (10.16)
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and x′i ∈ E\Q by (10.15), we have
c0
2
`(Rj) ≤ dist(x′i, Rj) < dist(x′i, B′j ∩ E) ≤ |x′i − x|
≤ |x′i − x′|+ |x′ − x|
(10.13)
x′∈Rj
. dist(x′i, Ri) + `(Ri)
(10.12)
. `(Ri).
Interchanging the roles of i and j, we see that `(Ri) ∼ `(Rj) for all i, j ∈ I(x).
Let r(x) = supj∈I(x) `(Rj). Then for each j ∈ I(x), `(Rj) ∼ r(x) and
dist(x,Rj) ≤ dist(B′j , Rj) + 2rB′j . 0 + `(Rj) ≤ r(x)
and these facts imply that #I(x) . 1, and thus the balls {B′j}j∈I have bounded
overlap on ΣQ and proves the claim.
Thus, since ΣQ is lower regular by virtue of being Reifenberg flat (see (2.20)),
this bounded overlap implies
∑
j∈I
rdkj .
∑
j∈I
`(Rj)
d .
∑
j∈I
H d(B′j ∩ ΣQ) .H d
⋃
j
B′j ∩ ΣQ
 (10.17)
Now, recall that if x ∈ B′j ∩ ΣQ, then x′ ∈ Rj , and hence in Q, thus
dist(x,E) = dist(x,Q) . dQ(x) ∼ rkQ(x)
and so for  > 0 small enough, this implies dist(x,E) < δrkQ(x), and so either
x ∈ E1 or x ∈ E0 where
E0 = {x ∈ C1BQ ∩ E : dQ(x) = 0}.
We then have ⋃
j
B′j ∩ ΣQ ⊆ E0 ∪ E1 (10.18)
Now we estimateH d(E2):
H d(E2) ≤
∑
H d(E2 ∩Bj) =
∑
H d(ΣQ ∩Bj)
(10.3)
.
∑
j∈I
rdkj
(10.17)
. H d
⋃
j
B′j ∩ ΣQ
 (10.18)≤ H d(E0 ∪ E1)
(10.10)
.
∑
R∈m(S(Q))
`(R)d +H d(E0)
Thus, combining this with (10.10), we have
H d({x ∈ C1Q ∩ ΣQ : dQ(x) > 0}) ≤H d(E0) +H d(E1) +H d(E2)
.H d(E0) +
∑
R∈m(S(Q))
`(R)d.
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Note that we actually have E0 ⊆ Q by definition. This observation and the
above inequality finish the lemma.

Lemma 10.5. For Q ⊆ Q0,H d(∂Q) = 0, where
∂Q = {x ∈ Q : B(x, r) ∩ E\Q 6= ∅ for all r > 0}.
Proof. Let x ∈ ∂Q and R be any cube containing x with `(R) ≤ `(Q). Then
c0BR ∩Q = ∅. In particular, c02 BR ∩Q = ∅. Thus,
H d(E ∩B(x, 2`(R))\∂Q) ≥H d
(c0
2
BR ∩ E
)
& `(R)d.
Since there are such cubes R of arbitrarily small size,
lim sup
r→0
H d(E ∩B(x, r)\∂Q)
rd
> 0.
However, by [Mat95, Corollary 2.14], this limit must be zero forH d-a.e. x ∈ ∂Q,
henceH d(∂Q) = 0. 
Let
B = D\G = {Q ⊆ Q0 : ϑdE(ABQ) ≥ }.
Let Qj be a collection of maximal cubes in G . Note that since Θ
d,A,
E (B(0, 1)) <
∞, Qj covers almost all of Q0 (up to H d measure zero). Let F0 = {S(Qj)}.
Assume we have defined FN and let S ∈ FN . Let m′(S) be the collection of
maximal cubes in G contained in cubes in m(S). Let
FN+1 =
⋃
S∈FN
{S(Q) : Q ∈ m′(S)} and F =
⋃
FN .
For S ∈ F , write ΣS = ΣQ(S).
Lemma 10.6. ∑
S∈F
∑
R∈m(S)∩B
`(R)d . Θd,A,E (0, 1) (10.19)
and ∑
S∈F
H d(C1BQ(S) ∩ ΣS) .H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) + Θd,A,E (0, 1). (10.20)
Proof. Write
d(S) = {x ∈ Q(S) : dQ(S)(x) = 0}.
Then∑
S∈F
H d(C1BQ(S) ∩ ΣS)
(10.4)
.
∑
S∈F
∑
R∈m(S)
`(R)d +
∑
S∈F
H d(d(S))
= I1 + I2.
To bound the first term, note that for S, S′ ∈ F , if S ∩ S′ 6= ∅, then either
Q(S) ∈ m(S′) or Q(S′) ∈ m(S) by construction.
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Also observe also that if Q ∈ m(S) for some S ∈ F , then one of its siblings is
inB, and so by definition of Θd,A,E (0, 1),
I1 .
∑
S∈F
∑
R∈m(S)∩B
`(R)d ≤
∑
Q∈B
`(Q)d ≤ Θd,A,E (0, 1).
Note that this proves (10.19). Now we bound the second term. Let Q◦ = Q\∂Q
and note that if S, S′ ∈ F and Q(S) ⊆ T ∈ m(S′), then we have d(S) ⊆ Q(S).
Hence
d(S) ∩Q(S)◦ ⊆ T ◦ ⊆ Q(S′)\d(S′),
and thus, for S, S′ ∈ F , by Lemma 10.5,H d(d(S) ∩ d(S′)) = 0.
Hence,
I2 =
∑
S∈F
H d(d(S)) ≤H d(Q0) = E ∩B(0, 1).

Proposition 10.7 (Theorem A Part 1). With the assumptions of Theorem 3.2,∑
k≥0
∑
B∈Xk
βd,pE (C0B)
2rdB
.A,C0,n,,p
(
H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) + Θd,A,E (0, 1)
)
. (10.21)
Proof. Let 1 ≤ p < 2d2−d if d > 2 and 1 ≤ p <∞ if 1 ≤ d ≤ 2. Note that∑
Q⊆Q0
βd,pE (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d . Θd,A,E (BQ0) +
∑
S∈F
∑
Q∈S
βd,pE (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d
and so we just need to bound the second sum. For S ∈ F , set
ΣS = ΣQ(S).
If Q ∈ S, we will let x′Q denote the closest point in ΣS to xQ and B′Q =
B(x′Q, `(Q)). Then∑
S∈F
∑
Q∈S
βd,pE (C0BQ)
2`(Q)d
(2.47)
.
∑
S∈F
∑
Q∈S
βd,p
ΣS
(2C0B
′
Q)
2`(Q)d
+
∑
S∈F
∑
Q∈S
∫
2C0BQ∩E
dist(x,ΣS)
`(Q)
dH d∞(x)
= I1 + I2.
We first bound the second term. Let Q ∈ S. Let k be so that `(Q) ≤ rk <
ρ−1`(Q), and let j ∈ Jk be so that xQ ∈ Bjk. By (2.12), since xjk ∈ Pjk,
dist(xjk,Σ
S
k ) . rk. If x′jk ∈ ΣSk is closest to xjk, then this means x′jk ∈ Bjk. By
(2.14), dist(x′jk,Σ
S) . rk, and so dist(xjk,ΣS) . rk. Thus, dist(xQ,ΣS) .
rk ∼ `(Q), and so if x ∈ E ∩ 2C0BQ, then dist(x,ΣS) . C0`(Q).
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Let Bj be a Besicovitch sub-cover of the collection
{B(x, 2d(x,ΣS)) : x ∈ 2C0BQ(S) ∩ E}
and write Bj = B(xj , sj). Hence, if x′j ∈ ΣS is closest to xj , then
sdj .H d(B(x′j , sj/2) ∩ ΣS) ≤H d(Bj ∩ ΣS)
If Q ∈ S is such that 2C0BQ ∩Bj 6= ∅, then sj = dS(xj) . `(Q), and so∑
Q∈S
∫
2C0BQ∩E
dist(x,ΣS)
`(Q)
dH d∞
(2.2)
.
∑
Q∈S
∑
j
∫
2C0BQ∩E∩Bj
dist(x,ΣS)
`(Q)
dH d∞
.
∑
Q∈S
∑
j
∫
2C0BQ∩E∩Bj
sj
`(Q)
dH d∞ .
∑
Q∈S
∑
2C0BQ∩E∩Bj 6=∅
sd+1j
`(Q)
=
∑
j
∑
Q∈S
2C0BQ∩E∩Bj 6=∅
sd+1j
`(Q)
.
∑
j
sdj
∑
j
H d(Bj ∩ ΣS) ≤H d(C1BQ(S) ∩ ΣS).
Thus,
I2 =
∑
S∈F
∑
Q∈S
∫
2C0BQ∩E
dist(x,ΣS)
`(Q)
dH d∞(x) .
∑
S∈F
H d(C1BQ(S) ∩ ΣS)
(10.20)
. H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) + Θd,A,E (0, 1).
To bound I1, fix S ∈ F and suppose Q(S) ∈ DN . For n ≥ N , let Xn
be a collection of maximally separated ρn nets for ΣQ. Then for n ≥ N and
Q ∈ S ∩Dn, there is xQ ∈ Xn so that x′Q ∈ BQ := B(xQ, ρn), and so 2C0B′Q ⊆
20C0B
Q. Moreover, since the centers of cubes in Dn are maximally ρn-separated,
we know that for any x ∈ Xn that #{Q ∈ S ∩ Dn : xQ = x} . 1. Thus, if
20C0  C1, Theorem 3.6 implies∑
Q∈S
βd,p
ΣS
(2C0B
′
Q)
2`(Q)d .
∑
n≥N
∑
x∈Xn
βd,p
ΣS
(B(x, 20C0ρ
n)2ρnd
.H d(C1BQ(S) ∩ ΣS).
Thus,
I1 .
∑
S∈F
H d(C1BQ(S) ∩ ΣS)
(10.20)
. H d(Q0) + Θd,A,E (BQ0).
Combining the estimates for I1 and I2 gives (10.21).

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Proposition 10.8 (Theorem A Part 2). Let E ⊆ Rd be closed. Then
1 .d H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) + Θd,A,E (0, 1). (10.22)
Proof. If Q0 6∈ G , then Θd,A,E (0, 1) ≥ 1 and there is nothing to show, so we may
assume Q0 ∈ G .
Suppose that Θd,A,E (0, 1) < δ`(Q0)
d, where δ > 0 will be decided shortly. Let
x ∈ (ΣQ0\E) ∩ c02 BQ0 . Let x′ ∈ E be closest to x, so (10.2) implies
|x− x′| . dQ0(x). (10.23)
For  > 0 small enough, this implies x′ ∈ c0BQ0 ∩ E ⊆ Q0. Hence, there is
R ∈ m(S(Q0)) that contains x′ and `(R) ≥ dQ0(x) by definition of dQ0 . Since
R ∈ m(S(Q0)), it has a sibling R′ for which ϑE(ABR′) ≥ . Since `(R) = `(R′)
and |xR − xR′ | ≤ 2ρ`(R), we have that
|xR′ − x| ≤ |xR′ − xR|+ |xR − x′|+ |x′ − x| < 2
ρ
`(R) + `(R′) + dQ0(x)
<
(
2
ρ
+ 1 + 
)
`(R′) ≤ 4
ρ
`(R′).
Thus,
(ΣQ0\E) ∩ c0
2
BQ0 ⊆
⋃
R∈m(S(Q0))
4
ρ
BR′
and thus
H d∞
(
(ΣQ0\E) ∩ c0
2
BQ0
)
.
∑
R∈m(S(Q0))
`(R′)d . Θd,A,E (BQ0) < δ`(Q0)d. (10.24)
Since X0 = {0}, ΣQ00 = PQ0 . By (2.14), dist(y,ΣQ0) .  for all y ∈ PQ0 ,
and since 0 = xQ0 ∈ PQ0 , this means dist(0,ΣQ0) .  < ρ`(Q0) . . Thus, for
 > 0 small enough, if x′Q0 ∈ ΣQ0 is closest to 0,
H d∞(Σ
Q0 ∩ c0BQ0) ≥H d∞
(
ΣQ0 ∩B
(
x′Q0 ,
c0
2
`(Q0)
)) (2.20)
& `(Q0)d & 1.
so for  > 0 small, this and (10.24) imply
H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) =H d(Q0) ≥H d∞(ΣQ0 ∩ E ∩ c0BQ0) & 1.

Combining Propositions 10.7 and 10.8 gives Theorem 3.2.
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11. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3 - PART 1
In this Section we prove half of Theorem 3.3 , which is summarized in the
following proposition.
Proposition 11.1. With the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, we have
H d(E ∩B(0, 1)) ≤ C(A, d, n, c)
1 +∑
k≥0
∑
B∈Xk
xB∈B(0,1)
βd,1E (AB)
2rdB
 . (11.1)
Furthermore, if the right hand side of (11.1) is finite then we have that E is d-
rectifiable.
Let  be sufficiently small for the application of Theorem 2.5. Let D be the
cubes from Theorem 2.9 for E ∩B(0, 1) so thatX0 = {0}. Again, in this way, all
cubes are contained in B(0, 1) and Q0 = B(0, 1) ∩ E.
We wish to show that for M sufficiently large (we may fix M = 105 to avoid
ambiguity),
H d(Q0) ≤H d
(⋃
i
ΣSi
)
≤ C,n
1 + ∑
Q⊆Q0
βd,1E (MBQ)
2`(Q)d
 , (11.2)
which A large enough, gives (3.2).
We recall a result from [DT12].
Theorem 11.2 (David, Toro [DT12, Theorem 2.5]). With the notation and assump-
tions of Theorem 2.5, assume additionally that for some M <∞ that∑
k≥0
′k(fk(z))
2 ≤M1 for z ∈ Σ0
where
′k(z) = sup{dxi,l,100rl(Pjk, Pil) : j ∈ Jk, |l − k| ≤ 2, i ∈ Jl,
x ∈ 10Bjk ∩ 11Bil}.
Then f = lim fN = limN→∞ σN ◦ · · · ◦ σ0 : Σ0 → Σ is C(M1, n)-bi-Lipschitz.
For each Q ⊆ Q0, we define stopping-times SQ as follows: we starting by
adding Q to SQ and inductively on each descendant R from largest to small, we
add R to SQ if
(1) R(1) ∈ SQ or R = Q,
(2) every sibling R′ satisfies∑
R′⊂T⊆Q
βd,1E (MBQ)
2 < 2.
Now, using the definition of SQ, we break up
D(Q0) := {Q ∈ D : Q ⊆ Q0}
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into a collection of stopping-times S with
⋃
S = D(Q0). Start with S = ∅.
First place SQ0 in S . Now, if S has been added to S , and Q is a child of a cube
in m(S), add SQ toS . Repeat this indefinitely. This gives usS with
⋃
S = D .
Note that if βd,1E (MBQ) ≥ , then SQ = {Q}. We enumerate the regions S ∈ S
which are not singletons by {Si}.
Our plan is that each Si will correspond to a surface ΣSi , which will be obtained
from Theorem 2.5 and the will have the bi-Lipschitz estimates of [DT12, Theorem
2.5] (Theorem 11.2 above). This will use the lemmas from Section 2.4.
Let us fix such an Si.
Lemma 11.3. There is a surface ΣSi such that
dist(R,ΣSi) .n `(R) (11.3)
for each R ∈ Si, and
H d(ΣSi) .,n `(Q(Si))d
Proof. We will use Theorem 11.2 stated above, which is building upon Theorem
2.5. Fix M = Λ = 105. For k ≥ 0 an integer, let s(k) be such that 5ρs(k) ≤
rk < 5ρ
s(k)−1. Let LQ be a plane so that β
d,1
E (MBQ, LQ) = β
d,1
E (MBQ). Let
x′Q ∈ LQ ∩MBQ be the closest point to xQ. Associate LQ to x′Q and the scale rk.
Consider a maximal rk net for Ck = {x′Q : Q ∈ Ds(k) ∩ Si}. For these
maximal nets, Lemma 2.18 guarantees that the planes LQ satisfy the assumptions
of Theorem 2.5. with k(x) . βd,1E (105BQ), when x ∈ Q ∈ Ck.
We now wish to apply Theorem 11.2. To this end, let x = f(z) ∈ ΣSi . By
(2.14), xN := fN (z) is a Cauchy sequence in N and
|x− xN | .
∑
k≥N
k(xk)rk . 
∑
k≥N
rk . rN .
Thus, for  > 0 small enough, xN ∈ B(x, 2rk). We then have ′k(x) . βd,1E (105BQ),
when x ∈ Q ∈ Ck.
Theorem 11.2 now assures that ΣSi is a bi-Lipschitz surface with constant de-
pending on n, . Finally, note that (11.3) follows from (2.15) coupled with (2.16)
and k .n . 
Let minS be the minimal cubes of all S ∈ S . In particular, for any R ∈
minS , there is S(R) ∈ S such that R is a minimal cube in S(R). Furthermore,
any S ∈ S has Q(S) either equal to Q0, or a cube in minS .
Lemma 11.4. ∑
R∈minS
`(R)d .,n
∑
Q∈D
βd,1E (MBQ)
2`(Q)d (11.4)
Proof. Each R ∈ minS is a minimal cube in an S ∈ S , which we call S(R).
These are disjoint for different R. Let R′ be a child of R for which∑
Q∈S(R),Q⊃R′
βd,1E (MBQ)
2 ≥ 2.
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If βd,1E (MBR′)
2 < 2/2, then this implies∑
Q∈S(R),Q⊃R
βd,1E (MBQ)
2 ≥ 2/2.
Otherwise, if βd,1E (MBR′)
2 ≥ 2/2, by monotonicity this implies∑
Q∈S(R)
Q⊇R
βd,1E (MBQ)
2 ≥ βd,1E (MBR)2 & βd,1E (MBR′)2 ≥ 2/2.
In any case, we have∑
Q∈S(R)
Q⊇R
βd,1E (MBQ)
2 & 2 for all R ∈ m(S).
Thus ∑
R∈minS
`(R)d ≤ 1
2
∑
R∈minS
`(R)d
∑
Q∈S(R),Q⊃R
βd,1E (MBQ)
2
≤ 1
2
∑
S∈S
∑
Q∈S
βd,1E (MBQ)
2
∑
R∈minS
Q∈S(R),Q⊃R
`(R)d
Now observe that for a fixed cube Q ∈ D , the cubes R ∈ minS such that Q ∈
S(R) are disjoint, andH d(c0BR∩ΣS(R)) & `(R)d for  > 0 small enough, since
for  > 0 small, c0BR will intersect a large portion of ΣS(R). (If S is a singleton,
then ΣS(R) was not defined, but then S = {Q} = {R}). Thus,∑
R∈minS
Q∈S(R),Q⊃R
`(R)d .d
∑
RminS
Q∈S(R),Q⊃R
H d(c0BR ∩ ΣS(R))
≤H d(BQ ∩ ΣS(R)) .,n `(Q)d
where the constant comes form the constant in [DT12, Theorem 2.5]. Putting this
all together, we have∑
R∈minS
`(R)d ≤ 1
2
∑
S∈S
∑
Q∈S
βd,1E (MBQ)
2
∑
R∈minS
Q∈S(R),Q⊃R
`(R)d
.,d,n
∑
Q∈S
βd,1E (MBQ)
2`(Q)d
as desired. 
Let G be the points in E which are either stopped a finite number of times, or
never stopped, i.e.
G := {x ∈ E ∩B(0, 1) :
∑
βd,1E (MBQ)
2χQ(x) <∞}.
Then, by (11.3), G ⊂ ∪iΣSi , and we have from the above lemmas the following
corollary.
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Corollary 11.5.
H d(G) ≤H d
(⋃
i
ΣSi
)
≤ C,n
1 + ∑
Q∈D
βd,1E (MBQ)
2`(Q)d
 .
Let E′ = E ∩ B(0, 1) \ G. Then x ∈ E′ implies x = limxij with xij ∈ Sij ,
and Q(Sij+1). More is true:
Lemma 11.6. Let x ∈ E′. For r > 0, there is a cube Q ∈ minS with `(Q) < r
such that x ∈ Q.
Proof. This lemma is simply a restatement of the fact that E′ is the set of points
that were stopped infinitely many times, and the scale must decrease to 0 by the
properties of {Q ∈ D : Q 3 x}. 
Corollary 11.7. If the right hand side of (11.2) is finite, thenH d(E′) = 0.
Proof. Lemma 11.4 together with the previous lemma first give that
H d(E′) .,n
∑
Q∈D
βd,1E (MBQ)
2`(Q)d.
However, since each point x ∈ E′ is covered by an infinite number of cubes in
minS we have that Lemma 11.4 givesH d(E′) = 0. 
We now note that E ∩B(0, 1) ⊂ E′ ∪⋃i ΣSi .
Corollary 11.8. If the right hand side of (11.2) is finite then E is d-rectifiable.
Proposition 11.1 follows from Corollary 11.5, Corollary 11.7 and Corollary
11.8.
12. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3 - PART 2
We continue with the same notation of Section 11. In particular, E ⊂ Rn, and
D be the cubes from Theorem 2.9 for E ∩ B(0, 1) so that X0 = {0}. (again, in
this way, all cubes are contained in B(0, 1) and Q0 = B(0, 1).)
Proposition 12.1. Suppose that for all x ∈ E and 0 < r ≤ 1 we haveH d∞(B(x, r)∩
E) > trd. Then∑
{`(Q)d : Q ∈ D , ϑE(MBQ) ≥ } .,n,t 1 +
∑
D
βd,1E (2MBQ)
2`(Q)d
The purpose of this Section is to prove the Proposition 12.1, which together
with Proposition 11.1, the properties of the cubes in Theorem 2.9, and Lemma
12.2 gives Theorem 3.3.
Lemma 12.2. If B1 ⊂ B2 and ri is the radius of Bi, then ϑE(B1)r1 ≤ ϑE(B2)r2.
The previous lemma is not hard to show using definitions.
The following lemma is a a simple corollary of Lemma 2.12.
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Lemma 12.3. Suppose E is such that for all x ∈ E and r ∈ (0, R) we have
H d∞(B(x, r) ∩ E) > trd. Then there is a ct > 0 such that if β∞,E(2B) > δ then
βd,1E (B)
2 ≥ ctδ
1
d+1
Lemma 12.3 immediately gives the following.
Corollary 12.4. Under the same assumptions of Lemma 12.3, there is a ct > 0
such that∑
{`(Q)d : Q ∈ D , β∞,E(MBQ) ≥ δ}
≤
∑
{`(Q)d : Q ∈ D , βd,1E (2MBQ) ≥ ctδ
1
d+1 }
≤ 1
(ctδ
1
d+1 )2
∑
Q∈D
βd,1E (2MBQ)
2`(Q)d
Recall that for S ∈ S , ΣS is a bi-Lipschitz topological d-plane with bi-Lipschitz
constant depending only on n, .
The following lemma is a special case of [DS93b, Theorem 2.4, page.32], which
holds more generally for uniformly rectifiable sets, but we will apply it to the case
of bi-Lipschitz surfaces (namely, the ΣS). We note that it is possible to make use
of the fact ΣS is a bi-Lipschitz image of a plane to prove it directly, but omit the
proof here. In [DS93b], the notation bβ (bilateral β) is used for ϑ.
Lemma 12.5.∑
{`(Q)d : Q ∈ S, ϑΣS (MBQ) ≥ δ} ≤ CδH d(ΣS) .δ,,n `(Q(S))d
For a ball B centered on E and d-plane L define
ηE(B,L) :=
1
rB
sup
x∈L∩B
dist(x,E)
and ηE(B) := infL ηE(B,L) where L ranges over all affine d-planes. Thus
ηE(·) ≤ ϑE(·).
Lemma 12.6. There is a constant Cϑ > 0 (independent of dimension) such that
the following holds. Let B be a ball. Suppose βE,∞(B) < δ, and ηE(B) < δ.
Then ϑE(B) < Cϑδ.
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose B is the unit ball.
Let Lη a d-plane giving ηE(B) and Let Lβ a d-plane giving β∞,E(B). Let
Nδ(F ) denote the δ neighborhood of a set F . Then
Nδ(E ∩B) ⊃ Lη ∩ 1
2
B. (12.1)
Let piLβ be the projection to Lβ . We have that |piLβ (x)−x| ≤ δrB for x ∈ E ∩B,
and so
Nδ(E ∩B) ⊂ N2δ(Lβ ∩ 1
2
B). (12.2)
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Combining (12.1) and(12.2), one can show (using Lemma 2.17, for example) that
dB(Lη, Lβ) . δ. Hence, for x ∈ E ∩B, piLβ (x) ∈ B ∩ Lβ
dist(x, Lη) ≤ |x− piLβ (x)|+ dist(piLβ (x), Lη) . δrB.
Thus, βE,∞(B,Lη) . δ, and since we already have ηE(B,Lη) < δ, the lemma
follows.

Proposition 12.7. Let S ∈ S be given. Set
Sδ = {Q ∈ S, ηE(MBQ) > 3δ, ηΣS (MBQ) < δ}.
Then ∑
Q∈Sδ
`(Q)d .δ,,n `(Q(S))d.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that S is not a singleton, and thus we
have defined ΣS . Let Lip = Lip(n, ) be the bi-Lipschitz constant of the implicit
map from Rd to ΣS . We first note that Q ∈ Sδ satisfies
1
M`(Q)
sup
x∈ΣS∩MBQ
dist(x,E) > δ . (12.3)
Indeed suppose instead that all x ∈ ΣS ∩MBQ have dist(x,E) ≤ δM`(Q). Then
take LQ such that δ > ηΣS (MBQ) = ηΣS (MBQ, LQ) and p ∈ LQ∩MBQ. Now,
by our contrapositive assumption,
dist(p,E) ≤ dist(p,ΣS ∩MBQ) + δM`(Q) ≤
(ηΣS (MBQ) + δ)M`(Q) ≤ 2δM`(Q).
This is a contradiction to ηE(MBQ) > 3δ.
Now that we have (12.3) for allQ ∈ Sδ, there is yQ ∈MBQ so that dist(yQ, E) ≥
δM`(Q). Let
bQ = B(yQ, δM`(Q)/2).
We claim that for Q ∈ Sδ, the balls bQ have bounded overlap, that is,
#{Q ∈ Sδ : bQ 3 x} ≤ C(δ, d, Lip).
Indeed, suppose x ∈ bQ ∩ bR for some Q,R ∈ Sδ. Then
2M`(Q) ≥ |yQ − x| ≥ dist(x,E) ≥ dist(bR, E) ≥ δM`(R)/2
and so `(Q) & `(R), and reversing the rolls of Q and R gives `(Q) ∼ `(R). Thus,
all cubes Q with x ∈ bQ have comparable side lengths, so in particular, if Q is
another such cube and Q ∈ Dk and R ∈ D`, then |k − `| . 1. Since each such
Q is distance at most M`(Q) from x and the centers of each Dk are ρk-separated,
these facts imply there are boundedly many such cubes (with constant depending
on d and M ). This proves the claim.
Thus, with implicit constants depending on δ, d, Lip∑
Q∈Sδ
`(Q)d .
∑
Q∈Sδ
H d(bQ) .H d(ΣS) . `(Q(S))d
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giving the proposition. 
Proof of Proposition 12.1. We use Lemma 12.6 to write
{Q ∈ D :ϑE(MBQ) ≥ } ⊂
{Q ∈ D : ηE(MBQ) ≥ /Cϑ} ∪ {Q ∈ D : β∞,E(MBQ) ≥ /Cϑ}
= Dη ∪Dβ,
where Dη and Dβ are the two collections of cubes on the penultimate line. We use
Corollary 12.4 with δ = /Cϑ for the sum over Dβ i.e.∑
Q∈Dβ
`(Q) .t,
∑
D
βE(2MBQ)
2`(Q)d.
We write Dη = ∪S∈S S ∩ Dη For each S ∈ S , Proposition 12.7 and Lemma
12.5, both with δ = /(3Cϑ), give control over the sum for S ∩Dη i.e.∑
Q∈S∩Dη
`(Q)d .,n `(Q(S))d.
Summing over al S ∈ S is then controlled by Lemma 11.4. This completes the
proof of Proposition 12.1. 
13. APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let
Sj = {x : fj(x) = max{fi(x)} > 0}.
Then
⋃
supp fi =
⋃
Sj . If x ∈ Sj , then there are at most C many indices i for
which fi > 0, and so
∑
fi(x) ≤ Cfj(x). Therefore,∫ (∑
fi
)p
dH d∞ =
∫
H d∞
({∑
fi > λ
})
λp−1dλ
≤
∑
j
∫
H d∞
(
Sj ∩
{∑
fi > λ
})
λp−1dλ
≤
∑
j
∫
H d∞ ({Cfj > λ})λp−1dλ
= Cp
∑
j
∫
fdH d∞.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. Extend f to be continuous on all of Rn. Since E is compact
and f is continuous, the set
Et := {x ∈ E : f(x) ≥ t}
is also compact for each t > 0. It is not hard to show (using compactness) that if
Etj := {x ∈ Ej : f(x) ≥ t}
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then, since
⋂
Etj = E
t, we have
lim
j→∞
H d∞(E
t
j) =H
d
∞(E
t) for t > 0.
Hence, by the monotone convergence theorem,∫ ∞
0
H d(Et)dt = lim
j→∞
∫ ∞
0
H d(Etj)dt. (13.1)
Now we observe that, for any function g and F any set,∫
F
gdH d∞ =
∫
F
H d∞({x ∈ F : g(x) > t})dt
≤
∫
F
H d∞({x ∈ F : g(x) ≥ t})dt (13.2)
and
∫ ∞
0
H d∞({x ∈ F : g(x) ≥ t})dt
≤ inf
α∈(0,1)
∫ ∞
0
H d∞({x ∈ F : g(x) > αt})dt
= inf
α∈(0,1)
α−1
∫ ∞
0
H d∞({x ∈ F : g(x) > t})dt =
∫
gH d∞ (13.3)
Combining (13.2) and (13.3) gives∫
F
gdH d∞ =
∫ ∞
0
H d∞({x ∈ F : g(x) ≥ t})dt (13.4)
Thus, applying this to g = f and F equal to either E or Ej ,∫
E
fdH d∞
(13.4)
=
∫ ∞
0
H d(Et)dt
(2.3)
= lim
j→∞
∫ ∞
0
H d(Etj)dt
(13.4)∼ lim
j→∞
∫
Ej
fdH d∞

Proof of Lemma 2.3. First assume that E is open. Without loss of generality, we
may assumeH d∞(E) = 1. Note that f1E is still lower semicontinuous since E is
open. By the corollary on page 118 of [Ad88], for f ≥ 0 lower semicontinuous,∫
fdH d∞ ∼n sup
{∫
fdµ : µ ∈ L1,d(Rn), ||µ|| = 1
}
. (13.5)
Where L1,d(Rn) is the Morrey space of Radon measures with the norm
||µ|| = sup
x∈Rn
r>0
|µ|(B(x, r))r−d.
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Note that ifAi is a cover ofE, then eachAi is contained in a ball of radius diamAi,
and so
µ(E) ≤
∑
µ(Ai) ≤
∑
||µ||(diamAi)d
and infimizing over all such covers gives
µ(E) ≤ ||µ||H d∞(E) = ||µ|| = 1.
Thus, if 1p +
1
q = 1,∫
fdµ ≤
(∫
fpdµ
) 1
p
(∫
E
dµ
) 1
q
≤
(
||µ||
∫
fpdH d∞
) 1
p
µ(E)
1
q
=
(∫
fpdH d∞
) 1
p
.
Supremizing over all µ and using (13.5) once more gives (2.4).
Now assume E be a compact set and f a continuous function on E. Again, we
may assumeH d∞(E) = 1. Extend f to a continuous function on all of Rn and let
Ej = {x ∈ Rn : dist(x,E) < j−1}.
Since we know (2.4) for open sets, we may apply it to the sets Ej . Since f and
fp are continuous, and since the Ej are open, contain E, and converge to E in the
Hausdorff metric, we may use Lemma 2.2 and get
∫
E
fdH d∞
(2.3)
= lim
j→∞
∫
Ej
fdH d∞
(2.4)
. lim
j→∞
(∫
Ej
fpdH d∞
) 1
p
(2.3)
=
(∫
E
fpdH d∞
) 1
p
.

Proof of Lemma 2.22. Let α′ = 1− α. We will first prove that for all λ > 0
H d∞
x ∈ F1 : ∑
j∈X
1B′jf(zj) > λ


.H d∞
x ∈ F1 : ∑
j∈X
1α′B′jf(zj) > λ

 . (13.6)
Let
A =
x ∈ F2 : ∑
j∈X
1α′B′jf(zj) > λ
 .
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Let I be a collection of balls covering A so that
H d∞(A) ∼d
∑
B∈I
(2rB)
d. (13.7)
Let
X λ = {j ∈X : f(zj) > λ}.
Note that as |zj − z′j | < αrBj ,
α′B′j = B(z
′
j , α
′rBj ) ⊆ B(zj , (α′ + α)rBj ) = Bj .
Thus, since the balls Bj are disjoint for j ∈ X , so are the balls B′j , and hence we
have
A = F2 ∩
⋃
j∈X λ
α′B′j .
We will define a new collection of balls as the limit of a sequence of collections
I (j) which we define inductively as follows. AssumeX λ = N and set I (0) =
∅. Now assume that for some j > 0, I (j − 1) has already been defined. Let
Ij =
{
B ∈ I : B ∩ α′B′j 6= ∅
}
.
(1) If there is B ∈ Ij for which rB ≥ α2 rBj , we let
I (j) = I (j − 1) ∪
{
4
α
B
}
and note that 4αB ⊇ Bj since B ∩ Bj ⊇ B ∩ α′B′j 6= ∅ and rBJ ≤ 2αrB
by assumption.
(2) If rB < α2 rBj for all B ∈ Ij , we let
I (j) = I (j − 1) ∪ {Bj}.
Note that in this case, B ⊆ Bj for all B ∈ Ij .
We letI ′ =
⋃
I (j). In this way, every Bj is contained in a ball fromI ′, that is,⋃
j∈X λ
Bj ⊆
⋃
B∈I ′
B.
For i = 1, 2, let I ′i be those balls in Ii added in case i and let X
λ,2 be those j
for which case 2 happened. Since the Bj are disjoint, and Bj ⊇ α′B′j ∩ F2,∑
B∈I
rdB ≥
∑
j∈X λ,2
∑
B∈I (j)
rdB &
∑
j∈X λ,2
H d∞
(
α′B′j ∩ F2
)
&α
∑
j∈X λ,2
rdBj
&
∑
B∈I ′2
rdB. (13.8)
Also, ∑
B∈I
rdB ≥
(α
4
)d ∑
B∈I ′1
rdB (13.9)
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and hence
H d∞(A)
(13.7)
&
∑
B∈I
rdB
(13.8)
(13.9)
&
∑
B∈I ′
rdB ≥H d∞
 ⋃
j∈X λ
Bj
 . (13.10)
Let
A′ =
x ∈ F1 : ∑
j∈X
1Bjf(zj) > λ
 .
If x ∈ A′, since the Bj are disjoint for j ∈ X , there is x ∈ Bj for some j ∈ X λ,
and so x ∈ ⋃j∈X λ Bj , hence
H d∞(A
′) ≤H d∞
 ⋃
j∈X λ
Bj
 (13.10). H d∞(A)
and this finishes the proof of (13.6). Hence (2.48) follows by integrating (13.6).

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